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PittrACE

Symposium III was a continuation of a,
series of meetings designed for exchang-
ing ideas and structures for contemporary
industrail arts curriculum development.
The first meeting, Syumposium 80, was
held at Eastern Illinois University,followed
by Symposium II at University of Wiscon-
sinStout..

Each symposia had its own theme and
goals. Symposium 80 set the stage for the
series by emphasizing Technology Educa-
tion. Symposium II adopted a
"Technological Literacy- program theme.
Symposium III was designed to provide
practical classroom-oriented suggestions
fbr teaching Industry/Technology Based In-
dustrial Arts.'

The design of Symposium provided a
Keynote Address followed by two Program
Interest Sessions. At each interest session
two leaders in their area of expertise
presented an arwer to "What Should Be
Taught and Vtow Could It Be Organized ".
The inprest sessions concentrated on five
major curriculum areas: communication,
construction, manufacturingenterprise,
manufacturingmaterial processing, and
transpOrtationpower/energy.

Symposium III provided- a vehicle for
exchanging ideas and, hopefully, created a

desire to improve and 'change industrial
arts programs in the public schools and -in-
dustrial arts teacher education programs.

Symposium III was the result of the
concern of a number of individuals and
groups dedicated to curriculum develop-
ment in industrial arts. Special recognition
goes to the Technical Foundation ;of
Americo for underwriting the major cost
for Symbosium III. Without .TPA support it
would have been inipossible to assemble
the team of outstanding'speakers or cover
the cost of attendance 'for a number of
classroom .teachers.

Additional financial support was pro-
vided by the College OP Fine and Applied
Arts and the Oppartment of. Industrial
Education and Technology, .Brill State
University.

Many individuals gave of themselves
to insure that Symposium III and these pro
reeding came to pass. A list of these con-
tributors may be found on page 76.

The continued cooperation between
educators, educational institutions, and
philanthropic foundations promises to be
an essential mix for promoting and -im-
plementing change.It can only be, hoped
that this cooperation will grow and
flourish.
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Editor s P ersp6ctive

,C11 a lleangop,
Atts

". Over the years industrial arts , and
its 'predecessors, manual training
and manual arts, has -meant many
thingS to many people. Evqn today
the "meaning of industrial arts seems
foggy and illusive. Confusion about
industrial arts has become more-
pronounced as times have changed.
The society has moved from a time
which was characterized in the
Kaiser Aluminum News (1966) as
one of rapid change to a period of
radical change. Each individual is
facing changes wrought by
technology that mystify the mind.
These changes, ming at an ever
accelerated pace are exerting
pressures on all of eciety's institu-
tions including oda, Lion. Society, in
general, no lafttrr seems willing to

erfiltation to stand on the solid
rock- of tradition. The majority of
citizens want educators-to drive the
educgtional vehicle in a path dic-
tated by a clear forward looking vi-
sion of the future, rather than steer-
ing a path rooted in a teaiew mir-
ror panorama a4 he. past. This call
demands changes in attitude and ac-
tion.

Industrial- arts, _like other school
subjects, has long stiffered from the
rearview mirror syndrome. The field
remains rooted in the subjects of
Woodward's Manual Training High
Schoolthose of woodworking,
metalworking and drawing.
Plastics: power, graphic- arts and
electricity- have bedn added only
after they were fully established in
our culture and came into view in
the rearview mirror. However, as
the society knocks on the door of the'
21st centur; these tradition-Ekased.

Thomas Wriglit.

programs are wholly inadequate.
These programs, es depicted by
Brown (1977, p. 5) as ones (1) rooted
i the vocational lineage, (2) deriv-.

content from the mechanical
trades, (3) oriented to the past and
(4) having tool skills and job pefor-
mance as a central theme, have
long outlived their usefulness.

Citizens of the 21st century will
need a different type of education
dealing with the industrial-
technological aspect of our culture.

Figure 1CRISIS

Thomas Wright is a Professor of Industrial
education and Technology, Ball State Univer-
sity, Muncie, In 47306

They will need educational ex
periences which pretcle a basis for
facing a radically changing society
full of new and novel situations. This
calls for a new type of industrial arts
which has been espoused by
numerous theorists but im-
plemented by few Fkactitioners. This
program charige causes many in-
dividuals to face a -personall crisisa
need to abandon or modify did ideas
and chart new directions and goals.
But as- in the Chinese Ideogram for
crises, shown in Figure 1, two' im-
portant featureS are present. The
first is ddnger and the second is op-

rtunity. All crises have these%
elements present and the crisiS_ of
inadequate

is
facing in-

dustrial arts s no exception.
This crisis has been brought about

,lay a number of factors: however
four are of prime importance. These
are (1) a foggy mission, (2) a shaky
content base, (3) narrow programs,
and (4) limited teaching strategies.
Each of these will be described in
te-rms-of dangerous practices now in
vogue and opportunities foc im-
provement.

A Foggy Mission
Industrial arts faces danger

because a clearly 'defined mission
upon which ',to build contemporary
programs has- never been establish-
ed. Some members of the profession
have suggested _that a study Of in-
d'ustry and its associated
technologie's is the primary goal of
industrial arts or at least such an
assertion causes little heated
debate. Jrlowever, p curet* glance
at existing programs would suggest
that either the 'concept of industry
and technology is unclear or our in-
terpretation has been faulty. The
literature abounds with catchy
phrases suai as "back to basics"
(back to Woodward's woodworking,
metalworking and drawing, etc.)
arfd confusing and often contradic--
tory Orris such ps: ,.craftsmanship

skill hobby interests career
e,tploration Industry home

Maintenance technology self
discovery prevocational. Many of
the above are secondary outcomes
of a good, industrial arts program
but are neither central nor unique
goals.

Industrial arts cannot be all things
to all people. Its pvitioners must
decide, and decide soon, on a cen-
tral mission. They musrzero in on a
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primary target, and start 'shooting
for the bullseye. And, like the ex-
pert marksman, each individual
must be unwavering in his or her at
tention: unyielding to the distrac-
tions of persojtal interests, tradi-
tion, the easy way, Federal dollars,
nd pressures from vocational

education colleagues. A mission
that is truly broad in scope and pro-
vides worthwhile educational ex-
periences about induSiry and
technology to significant numbers of
-students/in our school must be
establish'ed. Failure t accomplish
this task will produce still greater
numbers of high school graduates

wwha do not possess even rudimen-
tary understanding of basic
economics and the impact of the in-
dustrial complex on their lives.

The field -must, therefore came to
agreement that the mission of in.
dustrial arts' lies in the sphere of
geneial education with extensions
into specialized education based on
students' intensity of interest: In.
dustrial arts, like mathemat' s

I A study of industry I

andits associated I

technologies..
L

worker, technician, anti industrial
supervisor and manag
trigonometry and calCulus ar&to- the
future mathematician, scientist, and
engineer. They must be founda-
tional in nature and broad inocope.

Shaky Content Bdse
Once the mission to provide

general and pre-occupational e -
periences about industry and
associated technologies is accep
the. content base must be addr
ed. For years industrial tarts profes-
sional have failed to establish a
logical base for their offerings.
Present-day programs are as varied
as the shapes of Joshua trees on the
des-Zrt. Woods, metals, and drawing
are offered in one school; manufac-
turing and construction in another;
photography is added in another;
woods is dropped frdrn another; ad'
infinitum.

This shaky Content base must be
solved, Agreement on the important
question, "On what basis are cu'r'-
ricular decisiOns 'related to content
going t6 be made?", must be found.
This agreement must be based on a-
scientific- view 'of our societya
view which establishes the univer-
sals of our highly industrialized
culture and then selects those
universals which "belong" to in-'
dustrial arts. The rear-view mirror

..

must not be used to view the ex--
periences provided during ones
undergraduate preparation otz in
previous public school inccustrial arts
programs. The eyes of the profes,
sion must hfe fixed on the 21st ceri-
fury., and_ the curriculurn base
chosen must' have the potential for
projectiin into that 'time- frame.

'A isrornitint content base is ene
which uses as the basic Universal-
Humain Productive Activitythe
activities engaged ip by people to ,.
transform materials, information,
and energy into more Usable farms-
(Figure 2). These activities involve
changing materials into manufac-
turect or constructed products; infor-
mation; into media messages;
energy. into power. Each 'major
transformation activity involves the
major steps of (1) designing, (2)
preparing to produce or transform,
(3) producing or transforming, (4)
Markeling the output, (5) financing
the and (6) developing peo-
ple to perform essential tasks,

These major steps encompass the
technology the efficient and ap-
propriate actionof human produc-
tive activity. They involve the pro-
gessing of inputs into usable outputs
and are carried out in,a societal con-
text by manufacturing, construction,
communication, and transportation

science, social studies, and
language arts, is responsible to pro-
vide the threshold knowledge,
skills, and attitudes necessary to
make wise citizen, career, and con-
sumer choices.

Early industrial arts experiences
should provide the student with
broad understandings_ of industry
and its associated technologies T
,,while advanced courses _may pro- ""
vide more specific information as
er eoccupational education.
However, it must be kept in mind
that these occupations are not
limited to the skilled trod& taught
in the area career centers but also
include -occupations requiring two
and four-year collegiate oriechnical
school training. These advanced
courses are o the future skilled

HUMAN PRODUCTIVE ACTIVITY

FAANUFACTURING

Materials Materials and
manufactured

goods

ICOMMUNICATION

Inform ion

TRANSFORMATION

Manufactured
goods

Constructed
structures

and project s

Media
messages

energy

Relocated
goods and

people

Figure 2 HUMAN PRODUCTIVE ACTIVITY
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industiles7 As can be seen in Figure
These industrial structures and

technological activities have a
historythey contribUfed to our
past achievements; function in to-

, day's society. and will help shape
our future.

industrial arts programs are narrow-
y conceived and fail to address the
wide range of interests and abilities
of today's youth. Industrial arts'
love-affair with the required project
(or limited selection) does not meet
the needs- of all youth. The single

AN PRODUCTIVE ACTIVITY

. Societal
contoxf- Transporta

Communication
Construcktion

Manufacturing

Present Future

Figure 3HUMAN PRODUCTIVE ACTIVITY

A closer view of these human pro-
ductive activities suggests that each
major systemmanufacturing, con-
struction, communication and
powermay be categorized into
management processes and manag-
ed productivity activities (Figure 4).

An industrial arts program built
on-the above logic base and extend-
ed using the baic rules of clbssifica-
tion, (Ray and Streichler, 1975) will
be able to be described truly as
study of industry and its associated
technologies. Examples of the ex-
tended classification systems may
be found -in ACME, 1957; Lux and
Ray 1971; Hauenstein and
Bachmeyer, 1974 ad 1975; Wright
and Jensen, 1976; andWright, 1977.
Such systems will help move the
field toward-a solid defensible con-
tent basdr.

Narrow Programs
Using a sound content base the

thi.rd danger facing industrial arts
may be addressedthe danger
created by narro programs. Many

levels of expected cognitive and
psychomotor' performance often
used to evaluate individuals is un-
just to -many students. Programs
resembling a funnel with its
restricted freedom of movement fail
to meet the needs of the slow
learner, the uncoordinated; the high
achiever, the inquisitive, and many
other special groups.

Conceptually based programs
which provide central !earnings with
abundant opportunities for students
to move in several directions from
the base need to be developed. The
use of time as a central criteria for
achieving goals, must be limited and
activities of varying levels of clif-
f iculty and challenge need to be pro-
vided. In short, industrial arts pro-
grams need to be moved out of the
tunnel and onto the plain whelp it is
possible to travel varied paths to
achieve stated goals.

The broadening of opportunities
will allow all students to find a
measure of success in the industrial
arts laboratory. Industrial arts, 4.
probably more than any other 'area,
is capable of providir genuine suc-
cessorLented learning ex-
periences for all ability levels. Each
student can be allowed "to become
a somebody" in his or her own eyes.
Every individual in a well-designed
industrial arts program can find an
area where he or she ran succeed.
Maley (1973) describes this type of
program as having vertical and
horizontal articulation. He described
many of our programs as - one-
square programs ip which all
students perform similar activities
and are judged in -accordance to a
singPe and 'limited 'range of
divergence.

A better program, as shown in.
Figure 5, would be one which
resembles 'a checkerboard with
numerous vertical activity squares

MANAGE
PRODUCTIVE
ACTIVITIES

to
crow GOODS

Planning

Organiiinq

Directing

Controlling

Designing

Preparing to Produce

Producing

Marketing

Financing Operations

Developing People

Media Messages

Structures

Ma -nal Goods

Power

Figattsr44MANAGEMENT AND PRODUCIII,ON TECHNOLOGY

=d-
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accommodate varying student
abilities and many horizontal activi-
y squares to take advantage of stu-

dent interests. With this courses
structure students are encouraged
to complete activities whiCh meet in-
dividual interests and abilities. But
like a- checkerboard, the program
would have boundaries within which
the students must operate. These
boundaries are established by view-
ing the mission and content base for
each class or program.

NTEREsrs

Figure 5BALANCED PROGRAM

Limited Teaching Strategies
The fourth danger facing in-

dustrial arts arises out of a failure to
use the myriad of teaching methods
or strategies available to enhance
the interest and effectiveness of the
programs. The two-horse team of
lecture and demonstration has been
used until, like horses with blinders_
on, no other alternatives can be
seen_ It must be realized that no
single method or pair of strategies
can develop all the human abilities-
needed by citizens of the 21st cen-
tury; or the 20th for that matter.

Reliance on the lectures and
demonstrations and on the in-
dividual-project has in effect.provid-
ed activities designed to give the
same opportunity to all members of
the group and ,therefore reduces
groffp variance and individual uni-
queness. They involved the in-
dividuaL and his or her assigned
work with little concern for group in-
teraction. These methods are

basically "I'm going to tell YOU
:something," or "I'mtigoing to show
YOU something," and now "I want
YOU to do what I showed you on
your own." How diametrically op-
posed this is to life which revolves
around group interaction and
cooperation (Combs, 1979, p. 15-22).

Additional teaching strategies
must be added to the repertoire of
each industrial arts teacher. Includ-
ed in these new methods should be
those that are group centered so
students can develop group interac-
tion skills and learn group roles. The
group project where all members
work, together to build a single item
or line production where the group

. . provide knowledge
skills and attitudes
necessary to make wise
citizen, career and con-

.sumen choices.

organizes itself to produce a product
in quantity can provide these types
of group development experiences.
Role - playing and . simulations should
also be investigated and im-
plemented' where they enhance
leXcirning. The industrial arts
Classrooms and laboratories shOuld
'be the home of a balance of
methodssome which develop in-
dividual abilities and others which
develop group interaction abilities.

Conclusion.
Dark days may well be ahead for

industrial arts if programs are not
carefully analyze'd to identify and
eliminate. questicnclY-1 prcictices
and outmoded ides iope far the
future lies 'in:

I. Accepting the mission of inter-
preting industry and its
associated technologies of the
future citizens of the 21st Cen-
tury;

2., Developing a-...-content base
from a careful analysis . of
human productive activity;

3. Broadening ae programs to
accommodate a wider range of
student interim and abilities;

4. Using a mixture of group and
individual centered methods to
promote personal growth and
group interaction and
cooperative skills.

Industrial arts may well be at the
crossroads. Its future lies in mar-
ching toward new challenges;
remembering' the past but -seeking
direction from a forward - looking in.
terpretation of the needs of today's
students.
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Invention/ Cu-Inc:mat on /Diffusion
Loo Tech logy Educailon

A Frame of Reference
Bringing ,about technological

change theough research and
development requires a three stage
process involving invention, innova-
tion and diffusion. The invention
stage is when a new and original
solution is conceived for an
tifiable problem. The invention then
becornes an innovation when it is in-
troduced and utilized by "early
users" as a changed way of doing

mething. The innovation stage
ceases being suet when it becomes
diffused (adopted) and eventually
becomes the convention mode of
operation.

When we draw a parallel between
the process - of bringing about
technological chcinge and that Of
changing our curriculum to one em-
phasizing technology education *we
see some interesting developments.
The heritage of the inclusion of the
study of technical subject matter in
our schools is only a little over
century old, From its manual train-
ing, manual arts and industrial arts
beginnings, the study of technology
was "invented" by our leaders in the
1930's and 1940's: With proposals
from such people as William
Warner, Delmar Olson and others,
the _ idea was conceived. Later,
scholars such as Paul DeVore,
spearheaded a- mere refined
analysis of the discipline and the
possibilities became more crystaliz-
ed and 'manageable. A h of new
appivached were brought fa h in
the 1960's, and 1970's, as progr
for the study of the social institution
of industry, technology, and in-

M. James Bensen is the Dean of the School of
Industry and Technology. University of
Wisconsin Stout, Menomonie, Wisconsin
54751

James Ber-ipn

dustrial technology evolved. This.
period was the "innovation" stage of
change as people throughout the
nation were using -these ideas to
design Ad'implament tremendously
exciting and relevant programs. At
what stain of technology education
are we presently in? Have we com-
pleted the innovation process

utilize tools, resources end systems
to solve problems to enhance c
trot over the natural and man-made
environment to alter the human con-
ditions" (Gebhart, et. al.)

To teach technology more effec-
tively in our schools we must have
greater access in the time allocation
of the school curriculum. Just as
science is taught throughout the
elementary and secondary cur-
riculum, with a high percentage of

(Stage/ I)

Current Mole
of technical
knoWledge

---=t7Trs "se

(Stage II)

Invention end
discovery
Scientific and
technological
activity

(Stage III)

Inn ,vatian
rrstus-of

technology
to satisfy
a demand)

Cycle begins
again

New Stage I)

New state
of technical
knowledge

- -- mc

(Stage IV)
Adoption and
diffusion of
on innovation

New lava)

Economic
use of
technical
knowledge

Technical Advance is defined as on increase in the level al technical knowledge and or an increase
in the economic uses of tech -_al knowledge

Gruber and Marquis. "The Human Factor- Factors In the Transfer of Knowledge

Figure 1FOUR STAGE PROCESS OF TECHNICAL ADVANCE

necessary to move on to the diffu-
siOn stage? Most would readily
agree that technology education has
evolved where it is being im-
plemented by many prottessional
educators across the country, yet
most feel that a dramatic movement
would have to be experienced
before_ .it could be considered as
"diffused" or implemented.

-Sharpening Our Viewpoints
Technology, a foi-ce that has had

an awesome influence on our
culture, is defined as "the 'know-
how' and creative process that may

required courses, so should the
study of technology. Technology can
be structured much like science if
multiple offerings are to be provid-
ed on several levels. Experiences
would run from the general to the
specific in a parallel fashiorP. At
what points we propose to require
or offer electives is an educational
decision that would hove to be
made.

Why Teach Techne ogy?
The cultures of ine world are

shaped in a pervasive way by- the
technology they have developed or

13
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Figure 2COURSESEQUENCE IN A TPICAL SCIENCE PROGRAM

Third
Levet

Zoology

Botany.

Etc.

Advanced
Level

Etc.

transferred from other* This
'snowballing:" phenornenen creates,
ric__ environment that has'. far

rea-Ching ramifications for the whole
world. If we are going to be in con-
trol and direct technology for the
good of all, then' we must better
understand it as. a part of our
culture. Hence, if is, imperative that
we have a technologically literate
society.

General And Specialized
Education

The study of technology as a part
of general education naturally 'takes
on a different form than if we study
technology for a "specialized" func-
tion_ The design of the portion of the
curriculum for general education
purposes must address the most
gengalizable concepts and focus on
the &lernents that are central to an
understanding of it. Specialized
education in the field of technology,
"however, can take on more narrow
goals and 'even address a single
typdof' technology. Thus, we come
to the issue of whether to teach
technology (in its singular-sense) or
one or .more technologies n the
plural sense).

To teach, technology, its univer-
sals and process is a difficu't task
However, if successful, the study of
technology has the promise to yield
one of the most powerful educa-
tional experiences that we can pro-
vide our society. If the Jautcorne is
truly a broad understanding of

technology with a realiza.tion of
many ramifications learners ore.
well on their way t% being
technologically literate.

To teach technologies,' in ,the
plural sense, we are providing

more specialized education.` and
quite poibly be rhoving toward

.career competency attainment. This
is especially so when the experience
has the necessary depth and dura-
tion to provide the acquisition of
these intended outcomes.

How Early Coe We Begin?
The question is often raised by the

traditional industrial educator as to

The study of
Technology has the pro-
niise to yield on to the
most powerful educci-
tional experiences that
we can provide. our
society.
the earliest point we can commence-
teaching technical subject matter to
young people. At what age can
students safely use the table saw?
When is it prudent to °introduceipower hand tools? Th se types of
questions are perennii in nature,
yet they address the issue in an
awkward way.

If we begin our curricrilum ques-
tions regarding young learners we
should tstart with the istues of
readiness and developmental tasks.
These, along with the -Bruner Prin
ciple" that "we, begin with, the
hypothesis that any subject can be
taught effectively in some intellee,
tually honest form to any child at
any stage of development,- (Bruner)-
gLve us dpoinof departure. FOr ex-
ample, we can take di-technological
problem. such as packaeing and
teach it at the, kindergarten level for
,one or two .short lessons and have a
vety excellent educational ex-
perience.. Likewise, we can 'teach
packaging in a four year university
level program leading to a B.S.
degree and provide experiences
that meets the needs of a huge-in-
dustry. Both educational endeavors
addressed the technology of
packaging and, yet, both were in-
tellectually honest and valuable.
The differeid was one of degree
and expected outcomes, not of one -
being more-valuable or better than
the other. The study of technology
should be offered to students at all
levels in the school. The introduction
of the safe use of toels_ in the
laboratory activities as concepts are
being learned and problems being
solved would then; be governed by
the principles of learner readiness.

Process As Content
One of the' most interesting and

dynamic approaches to the,study of
"technical means" is -to- teach the
proces$ of technology"; The pro-

cesses are more durable and imiver.
sal than facts and techniques and

General
Level

General
TechAology

Second
Level

Production

ornmunication

Transportation

Third
Level

Advanced
Level

Residehtiol
Construction

Commercial
Construxtion

Etc.

Figure 3POSSIBLE COURSE SEQUENCE IN A TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
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thus provide_amore useful educa-
tion that will help people to cope
with the future. Halfin identified the
following seventeen processes that
are readily transferable to any ap-
plication of technology:

1 Defining the problem or ,
opportunity operationally

2._ Observing
3. Analyzing
'4. Visualizing'
5. Computing
6. Communicating
7., Measuring
8' Predicting
9. Questioning and hypothesizing

10. -Interpreting data
11. Constructing models
12. Experimenting
13. Testing
14. Designing
15. 'Modeling
16. Creating
1'7. Managing Halfin, 1973)

To - teach the process
technology requires the organiza-
tion' of the learning-environment to
be in a problem solving format.
StUdents would be required to work
on problems that would get them in-
to dessign, research, .development
and engineering activities.

-The Laboratory Approach
To Learning _

Industrial arts- programs, since
their inception, have had a rich and
well develbped process for pro-
viding' a learning environment
where students had an opportunity
to apply the theory that they were
learning. The a laboratory was a

rnatural evolution from the roots of
approaches being used in appren-
ticeships, manual training exer-
cises, projects fromthe manual arts
and industrial _ arts eras. The
strengths of these 'early programs
capitalized on the inherent motive-

ion thot comes (with making
'smoke . spark and chips".

is absolutely essential' that .as
_technology education programs bre
developed that = we --utilize the,
labdatori -to its -fullest potential.
The activities4hat are used will thke,
on-a variety of tnodes such as mass
koduction, design, prototypes,
4"tryout" experiences fexercises qs-
ed for exploring rather -than skill

'buildbig) / diagnostic experiences
,trouble 4ft66ting, etc.), consinic-
ion,`4.7-'simulations, educational

games, research and development
and "engineering", just to -nome
few .:These laboratory experiences
should be a. careful blend of in-
dividual tearn and group- activities
as they'are designed-to rneetrall of
the' objectives of the particular

Some Other Elements
of Technolggy

There are several other elements
of technology that will contribute to
the content of programs as they are
developed. In addition to the sug-.
gested technical categories of com-
munications, construction, menu
facturing and transportation - -the`
following elements are infused and
re actually a part of all of these,
ategories. They are:

O Technology OsSessrnent'
O Appropriate technology

Technology levels (high
termediate and low)

-0 History of technology -

Systems= of technology
DeveloPment of technology

:inventing R&D process)
Technology futures

O Impacts of technology.
O _ Technology. futures

All of those elements play a signifi-
'cant role in any study oPtechnical
means and should- b brought into
focus where appropriate.

Technology education
must-utilize the

laboratory to its fullest,
extent.



----- A Parting Perspective)
All fields of human-endeavor ar

untie( constant change and develop-
ment. The dynami4Nof our field pre-
sent awesofne challenges to,ug in
the content aspect :alone,. to say
neth1ng -aboUt how we design this
education '0i- how We . deliver i

What we are teaching Must be`con-
emporary and future oriented a

our learners are going to need an
education that will be useful and
relevant to them as they step into
the 21st Century.

The -study of
Technology should he
offered to stinients at
all levels in the school.
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ComMunication -Tehno
T SSPCICOM-

The reason for many of us gather-
ing at conferences like Phis is-to in,
erect and attempt to find ways of

implementing a concept known as
echnology education. Technology is

ohe form of industrial arts education
which has been around since the
late sixties, and it is an option for
those who feel industrial arts should
be.amuch more than the transfer of
outdated industrial skills to our
youth. One of the major problems
confronting our field of study is the
identity crises which, exists among
industrial arts teachers and teacher
educators. in general. Many who
profess they are industrial arts
teachers are rather trade and in-
dustrial aduCation teachers.
Whereas the mission of industrial
arts education; from cii_technology
base, is to help students develop an
understanding of all aspects of in-
dustry and technology,' trade and in-
dustrial education has a mission to
develop manipulative skills
which prepare individuals for initial
employment. Until this identity crisis
is resolved, some will continue to
develop new and exciting programs
which will prepare youth and society
for the future, but the*ajarity of
;our programs -(woods, ',Metals and
drafting) will continue la train, in-
dividuals in the pra4iceS "of the
crafts. This may be called second
rate trade and industria1,6ducation.

Although the above problem ex-
ists and will undoubtedly, persist
within our profession, there,are in-
dividuals who are trying to make
sense of what is being done in
technology education. The Jackson's
Mill Industrial Arts Curriculum
Theory is proof of the interaction

John M Ritz

and compromise that is taking place
in the profession. This compromise
suggests that programs for in-
dustrial arts education should be
developed within the major systems
of technology. These include com-
munication, transportation,
manufactu)ing, and construction
(Snyder anctliales, 1981, p. 20).

This presentation will focus on the
area of communications technology.

telegraphs, recordings, telephones,
television, films, computers, radios,

-'aid- satellites, new inventions -have
been born that assisted society in
transferring information Gore And
pobb,_1981).

a

The heart of a communication
system is controlled by a network of_
information processing known as
the communication process. For in-
dividuals to understand communica-
tion techriology, they must become
aware.of the process, know how it is
utilized in various technical systems,
and realize the impacts the corn-

retrtetrI

Source Transrritt

Encode

channel

._1:keeede

RQ1flUVe

Destinat ion

ec=iv-

accode

Channel U Tran,rnit

Encode

Figure 1COMMUNICATION PROCESS.

It will be done from the view of.°
curriculum developer, not from the
view of a technologist.

Communication Technology
Communication is a technical

systerg utilized to transfer informa-
tion to extend human potential. The
extension is made so that the
human senses can function beyond
their natural state. Through

John Ritz is an associate professor and choir- development in such technical area's
man of the Deportment of Vocational and as writing, draft,ing, graphic arts,
Technicot Education, Old Dominion Universi- ,

ty, Norfolk, Virginia: yi otogrophy, microforrns,

munication process has had or can
have on individuals and societies.

The simplest version of the com-
munication process is illustrated in
Figure 1. It shows the process that
information roust transcend so com-
munications can occur. The: terms
identified in the illustration are
defined as follows:

1. The SOURCE is the system
(human, machine, etc.) desir-
ing to transmit a message (in-
formation).-
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2. The ENCODER is the technical
means used to put the.
message into a code form so it
may be transmitted with the
use of 'the transmitfer.
The TRANSMITTER is the
-technicaLmeans (machine) usa,
ed to Jr,ansform the informa-
tion into-the channels.

4. The CHANNEL is the pathway
(wires, waves, -fluids, paper,
gears, etc.) that the message
travels from the source to the,
destination.

5. .The DECODER is the technical
means used to pill the messge
back into a usable form.

6, The RECEIVER is an apparatus
or device that composes in-
coming -decoded information
for use by the destination.

7. The DESTINATION is the
system to whom the message
(information) was directed.

8.1 The STORAGE /RETRIEVER com-
ponent is a-ri'e.tement in the
process where information can
be placed until needed.

Three ways to_ illustrate the cycle
of the communications process are
illustrated in Figure 2: These include
examPlesaf ideas focusing on the
communication prdress through the
technical areas- Of radio, graphic
arts, andadrafting-

Implemeatation Methods
Although many in_ the field-

understand and accept the defini-
tion and process model for com-
munication technology, littleis done
with this, information in the
classroom 'after it is briefly introduc-
ed early in the school year. Usually
what Ls done- is that the definition,
process, and history of communica-
tion technology are discussed and
then teachers move into a study of
drafting, graphic art, photography,

and electronics. This -later study
focuses on sI it development and/ar
production proce-dures.. The- corn-
Munication process ignored and
the potential impacts of communica-

...-----.
Lion are forgpttren.

This is .o, mistake. We .are again
- teaching trade-andilldustrial educe,
tion under a-- new name
Technology, Education? We must
rethink- what the purpose of
TeChnology Education is- and focus
the study on the technical systems of
communication, manufacturing,
transportation, and construction and
their impact on society.

In the area of communication
technology, we should analyie each
of the following technical areas as
identified by Gore and Robb (1981);
writing, drafting, graphic arts,
photography, microforms,
telegraphs', recordings, rallios,
telephones, televisions, film: com-e
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puters, end satellites. In this
)analysis attention must be directed
equally on the ,following. content
focusers: Their history, theirsignifi:
cant technical deVelopments their
use and operation- -send their poten-
tial. impacts on' individuals and
society.

The classroom study must focus
on all of. the above-items. We need
to constantly review the com-
munication Machines and their con
sequent 4 processes in an evolu-
tionary process from contemporary,
as well as, past and future perspec-
tives. However, is it not necessary
to dwell on all technicol means in a
given area of communications. Be
selective and select only _those that
have been most useful to society. In-
troduce technical skills to students
where they are needed to keep the
study interesting. This would be

"industrial arts should
be More 'than the
transfer of outdated -in
dustrial skills to our
youth."

sirniler to the training of-students to
work on the assembly line in the
technical system of manufacturing.
However 3, concentrchi n she-61d be
place on what nee 410 happen for
the particular comrpimicatioris pro-
cess to takes place. Also, .the most
important factor is to have students
evaluate various means of com-
munication and how they hg.ve af-
fected populations throughout
history..

Typical examples of hew this
study could 'take place in the
classioom are described in the
folloWing !dialogue. First, if you
choose to study the technical area of
graphic arts, you might wish to start
with screen process printing. This is
an intriguing area for most students.
You could begin the school year by

,

having 'Students hand cu=t stencil fil.-,
of song logo and title. The students
could print these- an felt Squares or
T-shirts. However, as an instructor
you should focus discussion and in-
struction on.' the technical uses of
screen printing .and the operations
which-must be tallowed for this- corn,-_--
muni?ation; te,'.occur successfully:-

have pAfter you hperformed the ethyl--
,

ty.-cliscuss with the class-the impacts,
that screen process printing I (cent-
munications) hakk had on 4aciety
and the age gropp of the students,
Discuss made-toSorder T-shicts,
tapestry prints,. posteri, Ifreverage
containers, etc. Also discuss the:
significAce of this gh:ren cam,
munications technalogy,such as in7._
divdiduality, advertising, and
aesthetics. From screen process
printing move on to earlier graphic
arts technical processes and more
contemporary processes. Review as
many arocesses ciq technical
developments -as- possible. However
only venture into student printing
activities that are of I-119h interest to
the students.

Examples of activity- areas could
include printing of stationary with
linoleum block cuts and hot type as
a past era of graphic areas and the
printing,efiron-ontransfers -with
offset lithogrciphy., Be as broad bas-
ed as possible but remember to
ocus -, on the , significance ,of the
echnical processes and the overall

contributions and impacts the pro-
cesses have ha on asociety.
Students should evaluate the'
technical means to determine when
and why they are or should be used.
-A good= example for this 'analysis
would be electrostatic printing.

Another technical Communica-
tions area to illustrate this instruc-
tional flow would-be in the area of
radio. You may wish to begin in =-
struction in this technical area by
focitsing on-the "CB" broadcasts and
discuss their use to the community
and individuals. Broadcast some
messages from the class to local
residents or truckers who may pass
by the school. This also would un-
doubtedly provide Some good public

relations for the ,school and do
reviW--, thesignifiCance end

irnpaCi the "CB" radio kas had up6n
the American society and economy..
' Fro the -CB" experienCe y00
could eve into -other: telecom-
munimtions areas related to

A ,

Why, look at the use of the
communications Satellites and how
they have made it-possible to

ovbr longer- distances.
Discuss the intpacts of satellite's and
possible development to -the future
for radio comm6nications. This
should be of -interest-to the Student
and provide a-springboard to work
back- through the development of
radio-communications-

- A high motivationaFarea could be
the transistor radio. Discuss the
historical development of the radio
from Marconi to the transistor. How

"coMmunicati n
technology is oriented
to an understanding of
industry,f_aiad a tech-
nology and - the Er
significance and impact
on individuals and
socie

does the radio operate and how
does it relate toThe communication
process. What has been its
significance to- world_ communica-
tions, entertainment,, and the farni.
ly? What iMpacts has the radio had
on ociety? After the . students
-became aware of the implications
-the- radio has had on society, the
family, and the individual, allow
them to construct a transistor radio-.
Do this using either standard parts
or a purchase kits for assembly.
Following the assembly by the class
review' the process used by
American_ industry today and the
production in the "-Orient. These
discussions and activities should
assist the student to better unders-.



tend the -significance. and impact Of
the radio to' the system of com-
munication technology.

rnA final example will come fro
the technical area of recorded-com-
munications., You could begip this
unit byreviewing and lisiening to
different types of music boxes, How
dicYlhis teehnical means inflkence
societies- of the past and present.,
Hovi'does, this-Mechanical means

information recording such
records, paper tapes for numerical
cOntrol, computer cards, _magnetic-
ape, etc': They could also, praCtice
making tape recordings and ex-
perience the skills'that must go into
ood recording_However,- do- tot-
verlook tracing through the7--ritt-

work of the communications, pro-
ceSs, the significance of
the differing tqcNitCal-inians, and

Figurd3,-----COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY SCOPE iAND SEQUENCE

produce- music? How does the corn-
munications process flow?

From this development move onto
he historical progression of record-

ed communications. You could
discuss, such technical means is the
player pianos, record players, wire
recorder, marine depth recorder,=
and various tope recorder devices.
Students could collect materials for

the impacts that these devices have
had upon indivi#uals and societies.

Although the above examples of
case studies for graphic arts, radio,
and 'recordings are limited, they do
provide methods for implementing
programs in communication
technology that are oriented to an
understanding of industry and
technology and their significance

and impact- -upon individuals and
society. This- is in contrast tb in-
dustrial arts programs which aro,
skill development focused and
toward trade and industriaLprot
grams, i.e., printing, - electroniCs,
drafting, and photography.

When planning programs in cam--
rdunication technology--we must
remember -to- study as many
technical dreas, writing, draf-
tin6, phatography; television,,
rnicroforms:_film, etc., as 'possible
rd review the major technical

developments (invektions or'-
machines) within th areas.
However we must focus our study on
the history of the-,icommunication
technical areas (past through con-
temporary -and future times), the
significant developments within the
area, their use, and operation (in-
cluding the communications pro-
cess), and their potential impacts on
individuals and societies. We` shauld
continue to make our programs ac-
tivity based, howevef it is _ not
necessary to ' 'spend the majority of
time working on the developmentpf
technical skills. Technical skilli
should be introduced:where re-
quired to compliment the conceptual
and affective information. They
should be bLiilt where appropriate.

Scope and Sequence-
A final point which-must be treated
in this analysis is a scope and se-
quernce for a secondary school com-
muhication technology program.
can foresee a structure as depicted
in. Figure-3. `The program planners
should,begin with'an introduction in-..
to the area of technology, progress
into the technical systems of
manufacturing, communication,
construction and transportation,
then depart (with the students-mak:"
ing the selection) into the
knowledge associated with com-
munication technology. This
analysis can become more specific
and technical as the instructor and
students progress in grade
he end might be it specialization by

the student. into a particular voca-
tion. This illustrates the progression_'
that can occur from general in-



dustrial arts education into
specialized vocational trade and in-
Clustrial education program.

Sus-Ornery
The above discussion had as its

thesis the implementation"of com--
munication technology program that
would assist the learner and teacher
to understand our communication
systems in a technological society. It

focused on the rechnical areas of
Communication from a sociocultural'
perspective. Activities where includ-
ed but technical skilrs were not the
:raison &etre. With programs.
developed using this rnpionale, we
might ,someday= educate er

istudents about _ the technology n
theif environments and truly gain an
image for our profession that is
other than job training. g,
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Industrial arts has been undergo-
ing an evolutionary change from -
skill-based study of the work=
craftsmen to one based on major
dustries and the+ associated
echnologies. -Significant progress

has been made in developing pro-
grams for the study of manufactur-
ing aid construction. However,
these programs do not encompass
the wide range of industries found
in the American ecOnomy. Those in-_
dustries which specialize inproduc
ing communication messages have
either been ignored or givenlifrated
attention.- _

-A view of the future indicates-that
information processing and com-
munication are going to continue to

crease their significance in every-
day life. Students must be given -a
foundation for understanding, using

nd controlling == this expanding
technology if they are to be fully
educated: This seems to be part of
basic education which is in the scope
Of industrial arts.

What is Communication?
-Communiccition is a basic.

phenomenon of the culture and in-
volves the exchange of ideas and in-
formation by any means. For the
yurPoses of, identifying content for
industrial torts the communication's
industries are- those enterprises
which convert information into
messages. These enterprises may
be grouped. The one grouping that
seems to: have the most utility,
breaks corrimunications into
publisbing, filmmaking, broad-
casting and data processing. Each of

Mike Steczok is an Assiston Professor of in-
dustrial Education and Techr logy, Fiiail 5tata
University. Muncie, Indian

.

rthese four elements have a basic
technologyefficient practices and
a group 'of companies whicri use
these technoldgieS ,in o managed
production system. Fbr-ekample the-
publishing group includes book
manufacturers; commercial'
printers, newspapert and magazine
publighers, greeting,cord manufac-
turers, and sd forth. Likewise,
Broadcasting includes, enterprises
which deliver inessages by radio
Ind television media.

4. Deco in the receivers act
of receiving, interpreting,- syn-s
hesizing and reaction to the

message
-A model of the -communication

process which better helps, one to
understand what takes place in
communication is shownin Figure 1.

One cannot fully understand the
communication prbcpes;uhless. you
look at the production. activities
associated with the prouction of a
message. Figure 2 'the basic

ure 1COMMUNICATION PROCESS

How .Do We Communicate?
Whenever communication is ac-

complished a basic procedure is
followed. Every message is Wst con-
ceived as an idea or information in
he mind of the source. Theinforma-
ion is then converted into messages
hrough a four-step 'Process which is

as follows:
1. Encoding designing the

message= using standard sym-
bols

2. Transmitting - preparing the
message" for production and

roducing the message
3. ing delivering the

message to the .intended
receiver

production activities needed to pro-
duce a message.

An expansion of the_,Production
Activities will show-the nlajOr steps
encountered -in--&inducing a
message in any one of the four
fields previously stated that makeup
the communication media, Figure 3.

How Do We Teach
About Communication

Models and definitions serve a
definite pal-pose but become useful

-to industrial arts teachers and their
students only when they are
transformed into a curriculum,
course or unit of study. The re-
mainder of this discussion will
center on a proposed structure for
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Fi
The Mee Seep

The major decision which must be
made involves the structure of the

7course. At least two alternatives
present themselves. The first-would
be to study the four production ac-.

tivities shown in Figure 2 as the ma-
jor units in the course. 'The other,
and seemingly ore functional ap-
proachi would to use the.ifdat
basic induptries publishing,- jilm-
making, broadcast and data pro-
cessing -as- the vehicl to study 116
conversion of .information. into

-messages. This approa& alloWs the
teacher to concentrate on the major

ies of -(1)-_ designing tile
ssage, (2) preparing to. produce

the message, (3) producing -the
message, and (4) delivering-.-Ihe
message. .Within the Course The
teacher may present the practices'
common tool! fourindustrie&Cluring
an in-depth-view of ane:selected in

and the Unique:' practices,
while. studying "fhb other industries.
For example an in-depth .ptudy of
the practices off-;- designing the
message flight be studied during

Figtire 2----COMMUNICATIdN
PRODUCTION ACTIVITIES.

an intro uctory communication
course and a presentation of
selected student activities.

the publishin industry unit and the
design practices uniqUe to broad-
casting, data processing and film-
making would be pros ted during
.the .study of those aeas. This ap-
proach allows thp t ocher to avoid -,

redundant discussio design prin-
ciples and delivd practices and
therefore .rovides an opportunity to
e

- -
-nlarge the section on preparing for
prodiictioh -and production Whore
the major differences,among_the in-_
dustriesftsdem to -lie. For example
publishing_ 'filmmaking and byood-
casting message& all follow a
simitor design process but use uni,"
quely different production= techni-
ques. Also, delivery is much more
visible in the study of broadcast ac-
tivities- than other communication
grouping (see Figure 3).

With these Concepts irt-"mind the
following skeleton course structure
and selected Student activities are
presented -as a paint of departure

"for further discussion, development
and refinement.:

DESIGN THE
MESSASGE----

PREPARE TO
PRODUCE
THE MESSAGE

PRODUCE
THE MESSAGE

PUBLISHING'

Assess Market
Establish Format
pother Information.
Write Copy
Design Graphics
Edit

Prepare Layout
Generate Copy
Generate Graphics
Prepare Pasteups

LFILMMAKING BROADCASTING DATA PFOCESSINGI

Prepare Scripts

Schedule Production
Cast
Stage
Rehearse

Produce Image Carrier Film Scenes
Transfer Image Develop Film
Finish Product Edit Film

Produce Master
Reproduce Masters

DELIVER
TIDE MESSAGE

Figure
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Pack Product
-Ship Product

Record Scenes'

Edit. Recording

Encode Signal-
Transmit. Signal
Decode Signal

Draw Flowchart
Write Program

Encode Information
Process Information
Store Information
Decode Information

PRODUCTION ACTIVITIES AS THEY RELATE TO DIFFERENT COMMUNICATION MEDIA



,
Possible CoI rse Outline for Communications

. .,)

CONTENT STUDENT. ACTIVITIES- LENGTH (Day)

What Is Communication? a

a
Discussion

9 Wk 18 Wk

Evolution of CommUnicati on. Discussion

5-7
#

8-10
- It

Introduction To Design- ncl"
Technical Drawing
Principles of Design
Types of. Drawings
Computer Caphics,

Rough Sketching
Refined'Sketching

,---one view
multiview
--LTour of manufacturing fertility

that uses computer hict-

Publishing Industry #

Types of Image Carriers
,.Audience Analysis
-Image Generation
Pasteups
Image Tran-sfer
Finishing Processe

Deign and Produce A
Greeting Card
Processes that could be used-

Offset printing
Spirit duplicator
Screen printing

10-14 17-20-

.

'

Filmmaking Industry
Types of Products
Preparing A Storyboard
Staging Shots
Exposing Film

Processing Film

Design and Produce A
Photographic Story
Using One Of The
Following: Slides,
Filmstrips, Prints

912 17-20

Broadcasting Industry
Types, of Products

Writing And Editing Scripts
Staging And Rehearsing
Recordjng Programs

Transmitting Programs
Receiving Programs

Design And Produce An
Advertisement, A Public
Service Message or An
Instructional Program Using
Radio Or -television As A
Media. ,

9-12 15-)8

.

Data Processing Industry
What Is Data Processing?
How Is Data Processing Used?

ilView A Film On Data Processing Or
Tour A Data Processing Center
Some laborwory experience using one
of the many microcomputers available
in your school system (Radio Shack TRS-80,
Apple II, Commodore PET, or Atari)

9

Synthesis Given information to
communicate and identified
audience, select a media then
desigp,and produce an
appropriate message.

--,

12-14





conStructittn:TeCtinp,lcogy,,.

Providing educator§ with
rameWork for -identifyinb the con -'

tent of construction technology- and"
suggesting guidelines for the
development of classroom actiVities
which will effectively communicate
this knowledge are the_ major pur-
poses of this paper. The information
is organized into three segments.
First, the fundamental practices of
construction technctlogy are iden-
ified. This outline of practice pro-

vides educators with a means of
identifying the concepts which
should be included in a construction
eurriculOm. Secondly, the construc-
ion industry will be described in

terms of the quantity of the various
types of projects which are being
built in the U.S. This information will
assist the educator. select examples
to present to their students which
truly reflect the nature of this
diverse industry. Finally,
generalizations will be presented to
guide educators in the developmen
of activities appropriate for the stu-
dent being taught.

The Content of
Construction Technology

Construction technology is defin-
ed as the practices mankind utiliz
to build structures or other c n-
structed works on a site. This defini-
tion includes the management prae-
ices necessary to initiate, design,

engineer, finance, erect, transfer,
and service constructed works. Con-
struction technology encompasses
the production practices necessary
to dear the site, build the structure,
landscape the site, and service the
finished project. -This definition'also
includes personnel practices which
enable people to work together to
produce the desired construction

E0<eith Blankenbaker

E. Keith Blonkonbokor is on Associate Pro -
fossor of Education at Ohic;Stato University,
Columbus, Ohio.

product. Note that the definition
lirnits .constiuction technology
those practices utilized to,proiluce a
project on to site, thus distin-
guishing construction from manufac-
turing. The production of con-
structed works tends to be unique
for each project and the practices
required are frequently very dif-
&rent from those utilized in
manufacturing products. In fact, the
differences are so great that study-
ing either one-provides _only limited
understanding of the other.

The above definitions and descrip-
tion serves to establish the scope of
construction technology but it is an
insufficient guide for educators as
they design curricula. Educators-
must have a complete, detailed
description of construction practices
before they can' make adequate
decisions about what should be in-
eluded or excluded from a curricula
or course. The abridged taxonomy
of construction practices presented
herein was originally developed by
Hauenstein, then refined by the Ire
duetrial Arts Curriculum Project, and
IO'ter review_ ed-by the Construction
ducation Curriculum Project.

because all three of these efforts in-
cluded extensive works With a varie-
ty of experts from construction, it-is
believed that the taxonomy is Com-
plete and accurate.

As the reader studies the tax-
onomy it is important that the
following characteristics be kept in
mind:

1. Each practice- it identified by
words in the gerund form
("ing`f words):to denote action.

2_ The structure orders pacts into
wholes. 'Each of the detailed
practices ere categorized
Withi a more generalizable
,high level- category..

3. The taxonomy is comprehen-
sive because it identified the

practices of .construction.
beginning with the
a project throeh the building
and_ servicing of .constructed
works.

4. The taxonomy, identifiet -proeJ_-
tices without speCifY:i.ngr
methods or specific toads: This.,
insures that the taxonomy will.

remain resistan-t. toi
solescence. This characteristic
also enables new rnethed§,i.
tools and materials to be add--
ed to accumulated knowledge
of construction, technology

5. This taxonomy avoids trie--C..
fusion and overlap caused by
content identification scheme6
which be in by identifying job-
titles and .proceeding to
describe the work .performed
by emplOyees ie each job

tegory. The focuS of this tax-
onomy is on. the practices
employed regardless of the job
title of the person who per-
forMs the work.

6. The construction: taxonomy has
a -story telling" quality in that
the-identified practices tend to
be employed sequentially cis
projectS are designed and
built.

The taxonomy of construction
technoloji is comprised of three
major sub-categories of practices.
The integration of management,
productien, and personnel practices
enables the construction field to ac-
complish its mission. BY studying
the practices systematically and
providing opportupites for the in-
tegration of the knowledge,
students are able to comprehend,
the breadth of the field and develop
specific skills related to each of the
prattices selected for study.

The following- segment presents
an abridged version of the tax-

,-onomy of constructionyitactice§. The



reader who is_ interested in studying
I -the complete taxonomy is directed

to reference three' in the

Construction Technology .
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

TECHNOLOGY
1. Initipting the P,roject

11 .Formulatin
1:1.1 Determining

Objectives
1.1.2 Resetrching

1,2 Administrating the Protect
1.2.2 Authorizing

1.3 Project Programming
1.3.1 Evaluating
1.3.2 Selecting,
1.3.3 Presenting-

a .1.4 Financing the.Projett
1.4.1..Appraising Property
1.4.2 Estimating Probable

Costs (land plus
construction)

1.2.3 Funding _

1.4.4.Slocumenting
1.4.51Budgeting

. Developing the Projec-F
2.1 Designing

2.1.1 Evaluating Concepts
2.1.2 Postulating, Solutions
2.1.3 Selecting a Solution

2.2 Engineering
2.2.1 interpreting Drawings

and Reports
2.2.2 Establishing Detail

Design Criteria
and Standards

2.2.3 Analyzing
Problems-Proposal

2.2.4 Estimating
SizesCapacities

2.2.5 Detail Designing
2.2.6 Specifying

3. Implementing
3.1 Contracting

Advertising the_ Bid(s)
3.1.2 Preparing Bid(s)
3.1.3 Accepting Bid(s)

3.2 Construction Programming
3.2.1- Scheduling
3.2.2 Routing

3 Procuring
3.3.1 Subcontrac ng
3.3.2 Employing
3.3.3 Purchasing
3.3.4 Leasing

5 Obtaining Licenses,
Permits, and
Authorizations

3.4 Supervising Construction
3.4.1 Directing

Authbrizing

CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTION
TECHNOLOGY

I. preparing the Site
1.1---.Cleering the Sit

1.1.1 Providing Temperdry
Access and ProteCtien

1.1.2 Reducing Obstaclei
Handling Materials'

1.2 Setting Up Tempor1 ary _-
Facilities ,
1.2.1 Establishing.

Temporary
Shelters

1.2.2 Providing Temporary

2.2.5 Treating
2.2.6 Rerneving Te

Forms
2.2.7 Finishing

2.3 Installing Circulatory
Systems
2.3.1 Installing Permanen

Utilitiep and
Mechanical
Plant.

2.3.2 Providing Temporary
Equipment

2.4 Completing the Structure
2.4.1 Enclosing the Structure

(rough finishing),:..:
2.4.2 Finishing the Strudtbre

(fine finishing)
2.5 Completing .the Site

2.5.1 Removing Temporary
Plant and Facilities

2.5.2 Landscaping
2.5.3. Building Features
2.5.4 Shaping and finishing

-Earth
2.5.5 Removing Landscaping

Equipment and Debris

Utilities
1.3 Surveying for Construction

1.3.1 Reldrencing to
Existing' Features-

Leying Out The--
Structure

1.4 Earthwoiking
1.4.1 Mobilizing Equipment_ _
1.4.2 Earthmoving.
1.47.3 Pcotecting Existing

Utilities and Structures
-1.4.4 Shaping and

Stabilizing Earth
2. Building the -Structure

1.1 Setting Foundations
2.1.1 Making and Placing

Forms
2.1.2 Setting Reinforcement

.2.1.3 Prepqring Foundation
Materials

2,1.4 Handling Materials
2,1.5 Bonding
2.1.6 Curing
2.1.7 Removing Forms
2.1.8 Finishing Foundations

2.2 Building the Major Structural
Elements
2.2.1 Preparing Materials
2.2.2 Fabricating

Components and
Temporary
Forms

2.2.3 Setting Reinforcement
2.2.4 Handling Materials

and Components

CONSTRUCTION PERSONNEL
TECHNOLOGY .

Hiring
1.1 Recruiting
1.2 Selecting
1.3 Inducting

2. Training
2.1 On-the Job Traihing
2.2. Other Training

3. Working !.
3.1 Providing Economic Reward
3.2-Providing Physical Setting
3.3 Eroviding Social Envrronmdtit

4. Advarking
4.1 Promoting
4.2 Demoting'
4.3' Discharging

5. Retiring
5.1 Counseling
5.2 Pre-Retiremen Job

Engineering
5.3 Recognizjng,Service
5.4 Awarding Retirement

Benefits -

This taxonomy is the first tool the
educator requires in the effort to
develop app?opriate instruction
related to the field of construction



technology. It must be remembered
that any educator who p'roports to
teach construction technology is
responsible to present a- com-
prehensive view of construction
which includes all of the higher
level generalization identified in the
taxonomy. Anything less is only a
part of construction and is therefore
inadequate to meet the general
education goals of industrial arts.

The Nature of The Construction
industry in the U.S:

The second input educaioneed
to prepare instructional materials
adequate- to teach construction is an
understanding of the nature of the
industry- in terms-of----the_types and
quantities of various types of con-
struction projects which are corn-
pleted annually. If this-Information
is coupled with realistic projections
of the trends in the industry,
educators can choose examples and
activities for inclusion in a course or-

. curricula which are truly represen-
tative of -construction. One relative-
ly simple way to characterize con-
struction is to utilize U.S. Depart-
ment of Commerce data for the
value of new construction put in
tiloce annually, Table 1.

From these data it is clearly evi-
dent that any curricula which pro-
ports to 4reEch cqnstruction
technology in total must include ex-
amples and activities from resider
tial, non-residential, public utility,
and highway construction. Anything
less will result in students having a
myopic understanding of construe
Lion technology. By, including, ex2
amples and activities which are
representativ6 of the major types Of
construction, the principles which
the educator seeks to teach can be
generalizdd by the student.

Educators who combine the tax-
onoMy of construction practices with
an understanding of the types of
construction projects which are be-.
ing built is able to create a curricula
or course which adequately portrays
the concepts and generalization of
construction. The actual design and
development of such a curricula or
course requires the application of

Table 1 -.-

VALUE OF NEWCONSTRUCTION PUT IN
PLACE IN THE U.S. in 1980 _ .

-Type ° Construction

Total-New Construction

Current Dollar Value
(in millions)

.230,273_

Residential Buildings 88,909

Single family., 45,662

Multi-family 17,476

Non-housekeeping 2,996
Additions-and °Item ions 21.125

.

Public -hoUsing . 1.648

Non-Residential Buildings
_____ Industrial

Office
Other Commercial
Religious
Educational
Hospital and Institutional
Other Non-Residential

69,650
15,625

---13-,318
16,627

'7-1;637

7,387

Farm Non-Residen oil

Public Utilities
Telephone and Telegraph
Gas
Electric Light and Power
Railroads
PetroleUm Pipelines
Sewer Systems
Water Supply Poe I
Miscellaneous

5,274

45,683

6,733
2,643

17,340
1,153

809
7;171
3,266
6,568

Highways and Streets. 13,785

Military Facilities 1,880

anon and Development 5,090

educational expertise to insuin
efficient, effective instructional pro-
gram.

Developing
Appropriate Activities

The first decision which the
educator must make is to determine
the goals of the curricula. If for ex:
ample, a complete construction cur-
ricula is to be developed for grades
6-12 it would be essential that all

practices identified in the taxonomy
be' included somewhere in the cur-,
ricula. It would also be necessary
that the basic types of construction
projects be included in the examples
and activities which become the in
structional prograin. If one further
assumes that only one construction,
course will be required for aH
students, it will be important that
this course include all of the higher
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level practices from the '.taxonomy.
Also, representative examples and
activities must be included to- help
the student frni appropriate
generalizations about the applica-
tion of these practices to the various
types of construction projects.

Given a set of goals for a course
and sane idea of how a represen-
totive sample of the various types of
construction will be presented, it
becomes the responsibility of the in-
dustrial arts educator to design or
select activities which will serve as
vehicles for the students_to learhthe
desired content. The concept of the
activity being a "vehicle" which pro-
motes-learning can not be over em-
phasized. Any physical product
VI hit h--r=e- sults-frorn the activity is
secondary. The responsibility of the
educator is to increase the students
knowledge- and understanding of
the world in .which we live.
Therefore, designing activities
which effectively and efficiently im-
part the desired knowledge, Skills,
and attitudes is the only critical
measure of the wortIN of a activity.

When selecting or desi ning ac=
tivities it is important to un erstand
the develOpment, experience, and
interest of the students being
taught. One of the major strengths
of industrial arts continues to be the
active physical -involvement of
students in the learning process. By
knowing the developmental level of
the students in both a physical and
cognitive sense, it is possible to
develop activities which maximize
the student's opportunities for suc-
cess in the learning environment.
The interests of students are impor-
ant to the selection of activities

because interests directly effect the
level of motivation' students bring to
the learning activity.

All learning activites must pro-
. duce growth on the part of the stu-
dent. This may be achieved by ex-
tending and enhancing the
knowledge and skill already
possessed by the student or by in-,,
troducing the student to new con-
cepts pnd generalizations. In either
case, the expectation exists that a

change will take place within the
student as a direct result of the ac-
tivity-.

For the purpose of facilitating
learning it is frequently necessary
that some activities :focus on a single
construction practice, e.g. hiring
construction workers. However,
some activities must be included
which enable students to ex-
perience the integration of construc-
tion practices as they will be ex-
perienced in the adult world. For ex-
ample, designing a new school
building may Include_ many of the
construction management practices.
Simulation and role playing are in-
structional strategies which provide
excellent opportunities for
ion -otrs the- part --of

should be noted that integration ac-
tivities may extend over relatively
long periods`eriods of time even for young
students provided that new
challehges and the accompanying
opportunities for learning are in-
troduced frequently. in fact, the ac-
tivity tends to increase interest and
motivation for each r= w demonstra-
tion or discussion.

. To maintain interest and provide
opportunities foi all students ig ex-
cel, it is essential that a variety of
different types of activities be in-
cluded in any course. When design-
ing a course, .educators should in-
clude a balanced variety of instruc-
tional strategies. The instructional
strategieS which have been found
particularly appropriate for con-
struction technology include group
projects, --simulation, role playing,
individual investigation, research
and- development, and field trips.'
These activities must be sup-
plemented at the appropriate time
by teacher lead lecture/discussioh,
demonstrations, and audio-visual
presentation if the instructional pro-
grams is to be successful.

It is recognized that the sugges-
tions for selecting or designirig ac-
tivities to teach construction
technology presented herein are in-
complete in that they do not include
all of the factors which educators
must consider. However, the

generalizations identified are
believed to be the most significant
because they focus on maximizing
the learning which will result from
the- experiences in Iv hick the
students engage.

Summary
The first step in developing any

curricula or course is to identify
what is to be taught. The taxornany
of construction practices and the
decription of the construction in-
dustry in terms of the types of con-
struction put in place annually, pro-
vides a basis- for completing this
step in the curricula/course
development process. The second
major task is to select or develop ac-_
ivi ties-which-will-serve as-vehicl

to promote student learning of the
practices which one seeks to teach.
Maximization of the results of this
step depends upon ones ability to
couple an understanding of students
with the need to teach the content
identified in the first step. The addi-
tional ingredient which, the educator-
must include in the design of the
course is a balanced variety of in-
structional strategies which will
enable all students to excel in at
least some o e activities.
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Coristruction TeChno ogy_.
Educitifion
Frarliie L. Loepp-

Introduction
Construction_ Technology Educe-

ion as presented in this paper,
originates in the context of the Il-
linois plan for Industrial Education.
This Plan evolved over the period of
several the involve-
ment of many different groups.
After an extensive review of the
literature, advisory committee were
formed to review the state of the
art, and to make suggestions for in-
dustrial education in the State of II-,
linois. In addition to the advisory
committees, teacher educators from
all institutions that prepare in-
dustrial arts teachers, and the state
curriculum consultants for industrial
education also had extensive input
into the development of the Illinois
Plan for Industrial Education (see
model, next page). -

Within this. model, Construction
Technology Units appear in the sec-
tion designated as "Exploring In-
dustry and its Technologies". These '
units are scheduled to be taught in
the middle or junior high'school pro-
,
gram. Soine of them appear again in
the Production Systems course that
is designated for the ninth or tenth
erode. After the Production Systems
course a student may elect to take a
construction oriented vocational
program. However, Construction
Technology, as referred to in this
paper is a general education offer-
ing that proposes to orient the stu-
dent to the entire area of construe=
Lion.

The Construction
Curriculum Model

For purposep of 'curriculum
development, the following model is
presented to assist the teacher in
determining the units of instruction
that are appropriate to be included
in a Construction Technology offer-
ing. In order to conserve space the
taxonomy is only taken' to the third
level. This is sufficient to detei`mine
units\ of instruction although, for
topics within units a further
breakdown would be beneficial_

_Curriculum Model
I. Construction Technology

A. Resources
L Personnel
2. Tools

3. Materials
4. Capital
5. Energy

B Technical Processes
1. Managing (POC)-

a. managing people
b. managing resources

2. Processing (SFC)
a. preparing to build
b. setting foundations
c. building

csuperstructures
d_ installing utilities
e. enclosing

superstructures
f. finishing the project

C. Industrial Applications
1. Structures

a. residential

Fronzie Loepp is a Profesor of :industrial
Teclinology, Illinois State University. Normal,
IL 1761

ADULT

14
13
12
11

10
9

-R

7
6

4
3
2

GRADE LEVEL

The Illinois Plan
for Industrial. Education

Advanced
Technical
Studios

Cl.t. Code
Vocational
Programs

Industrial Systems:
Communication

Energy
Production

Transportation

Eiploring Industry
And Its

Technologies

Industrial
Studies

Units

PREPARING for
Life in

An Industrial
Society

Becoming
ORIENTED to

Industry

EXPLORING
Industry

Becoming
AWARE

of Industry

PROGRAM
EMPHASIS



b. comma _iol
c. heavy/highway

2 Services
a. install
b. maintain
c. repair

D. Technological Impact
1. Environment

a. conservation
b. aesthetics
c. population den i y

2. Society
a. employment
b. life cycle
c economics
d. education

Implementing The
Curriculum Model

In order to implement the model
presented, the following sugges-
bans are presented:

I. All units must
_

from the .four
withirt the
technical processes,
application,
impact).

2. A unit may
of the four
model.

3. A unit may
as long as
tent from each
areas.

4. The teacher
develop the

5. Learning activities
selected that
Hands-on experiences
be extensive.

These suggestions
Cation offer a number
tages. The first is

include aspects
_

main areas
,

model (resources,'
industrial

and technological

originate from any
main' parts of the
_
. ,

vary in length, just
each unit has con-

of the-four main

of the u should
,..

details of unit.
should be

involve students.
should

for implemen-

This is very important in junior high
prOgrams because of the wide
variance in facilities, and the
amount of -ffmerstudents .ire in in=
dustrial arts courses. Secondly, each
unit will have content from all four
major areas and, thus, have bread-
th =an important feature of an ex-
ploratory program. And finally, the=
teachers have the opportunity the
make the units their own biz ,tilling in
the details and deciding which leer-
ningOdtivities will be most effective
in teaching the content. These
aspects often depend on localized
conditions such as facilities, length,
of course, resources available,
developmental level of the students,
and the expertise of the teacher.
The following Unit Plan is provided

-to' ---f urther-assiet-in-describin how-
the model_ can be implemented.

of- arivo-n-=---
that of flexibility.

SAMPLE UNIT PLAN FOR A ONE SEMESTER CONSTRUCTION COURSE

UNITS CONTENT ACTIVITIES

UNIT I Introduction to the course
Assignment of lockers
General laboratory procedures
Emergency procedures

Jobs in construction
Construction processes
Types of structures
Impact of construction on

community

Teacher directed

-Illustrated presentation usi g slides taken locally
to show people working in construction; various
construction activities, and different types of
structures.
Discustion of the impact of the construction industry
on the community.

The major learning activity for the succeeding unit will
be the construction of a play house to be used by sm011er
chilcOen. The child care program in the high school,
private nursery schools and families with small children
are potential customers. It is suggested that the cost of
materials be paid for by the recipient of the house.

UNIT II

MANAGING
PEOPLE

'Researching

Designing

Engineering

Scheduling

Divide class into groups of four or five students. Each
group gathers pertinent data such as zoning re-
quiraments, sizes of material and uses of building,
customer's desires, etc. Each of the groups designs and
engineers the building. Teacher will need to teach sket-
ching skills as well as how structures are lgyed out and
assembled. Once designs have been sketched and
models built of paper and/or styrofoam, the customer
selects the design to be built. Each group makes detailed
drawings of various parts of the building. Through a
carefully guided class discussion, the work is scheduled.
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_

Being Employed as Architects
Engineers, Etc;

.

Using the "yellow pa-gel: determine the arthitecteraf,
_- services available in the-community. Call at least one

firm to determine education needed,-.supply/clemand,
.offering_prbgrams; pay, etc. -_-.

UNIT. III =

MANAGING
RESOURCES

Selecting Moterrqls
-

Estimating quantitie and costs

'Preparing bidding documents
Procuripg

Each group 'gathers information in relation to the parts
,_.

,. drawn in an earlier tissignment:Also, assign such thing
as paint, electrical items, hardware, etc. to groups. _

, _ .

Each group estimates of items needed and the
costs. .-

Develop specifications and select vendors.
Receive bids from vendors; Arrange for purchase
delivery of materials.

UNIT IV

BUILDING
SUPER.

STRUCTURES

Preparing materials

Laying out

Cutting

Treating

. Demonstrate layout-procedures, use of measuring tools
saws, hammers, etc. = - .i ,
Each group should make the component they designed
and-estimated i.e. trusses, windows, doors.

-Treatoll_wood_that_carnes_in_contact with flAeground.
Frame up the building.
Use work -sheet, the DOT and inforniation from
counselors office-.to determine characteristics of various
jobs.

Assembling
Being employed as laborers;

carpenlers, roofers, etc.

UNIT V

INSTALLING
UTILITIES'

;

Installing electrical systems

Being asempleyed
- electricians, plumbers,

heating /cooling installers, etc.

Install a low voltage circuit for a dadr. bell and a light or
two with at least two switches. ,
Perhaps a parent could talk to ihe studen s about
some of the occupations. -

UNI3VI_
ENCLOSING.

SUPER

STRUCTURES

Insulating

-Drywalling, paneling

Trimming

Being employed as crywallers,
insulators, etc.

Teacher demonstration.
Have group insulate:
Teacher demonstration.
Have a group install interior all materials. (,._

Teache-r demonstration.
Have a groUp trim out the building.
Use handouts to hel students understand
the characteristics of hese occupations.

UNIT VII

FINISHING
THE PROJECT

Preparing subsurfaces
Painting
Preparing the site
Locating the building

on the site
Advertising

t

Being employed as painters,
carpet layers, landscapers, etc.

Teacher demonstration
Teacher demonstration One group paints.

_ ,
Arrange to_ have builds g moved.

Take pictures of students around building get in the
newspapermay bring a customer 'for the next class.

UNIT VIII
OVERVIEW SAP

CONSTRUCTION
INDUSTRY

Resources
Technical processes

-
industrial Applications
Technological Impact

Show curriculum model to students.
Have students gather information from periodicals con
cerning construction in their community.

-Emphasis should be on tapici -hot yet covered in the
course.
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. Summery
A 'meaningful orientation to con-

struction technology on be gained
by learning about the resources and
processes used in construction, as
well at their industrial application;
and theiiimpact on the environment
and society, The major componentS
of the Construction. industry eon be
portrayed` through a curriculum
which in tuin can be used in
ning units of instruction. By folliA7
ing o sound implementation plan the
students can be assured of a brood
orientation to the construction in
dustry.
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mantifactuting-Eqterplise
A-comobholit

-Of Tech1601098fiEdtitat
John R. Wright

This is_ the third meeting in -a
series of symposia designed to in-
vestigate the merits and promise of
Technology Education. At Jackson's
Mill in WestNirgihia, another group_
of recognized nationally active in-
dustrial arts leaders also held a
ymposium (not a part of this series)

. to discuss curriculum theory for in-
dustrial arts (Hales and Snyder,
1981). The report from Jackson's Mill
ore uniquely supportive of the
discussions which have been held in
this technology education series of
symposia. In a likeness to the topics
which make up the agenda for Sym-
posium III, the Jackson's Mill group
also considers four unique areas -of
study and have. called them the,
adaptive technical system4 (see

- Figure 1).
The above systems have been

recognized by some industrial arts
professionals as an integral part of a
contemporary technology-based ap-
proach for industrial arts,
sbmetimes referred to as
technology education. For the pur-
poses of this paper, . technology
education is defined as:

The study of technology and
its history, growth, and future
development as they relate to
industrial organization,
materials, tools, processes, oc-
cupotion4-71%products and pro-
blems. It includes multi -and in-
terdisciplinary academic and
laboratory endeavors that help
students explore their
technological world, realize
their responsibility therein,

John R. Wright is a professor and Assistant
Dean in the School of Technology at Eastern
Illinois University, Charleston, Illinois 61920.

- and better,- cope with the
cultural,/ change coined by
technological advance.
(Wright, 1981, p. 19-20).

Manuacturing is one of the adap-
ive technical systems we have used

to show how materials are process;
ed-using an organized master plan.
It does that well and has been doing
so in many of our industrial arts
laboratories for -over thirty years.
Converting materials through the
use of machines and tools organized
as a line pl'oduction may help
students understanding of the/im-
portant concepts identified in 'the
definition of technology education.
For some of those goals, we need to
vadd the term enterprise and create
a role playing simulation that can
bring in the human relationships to
the varied processes.

By ,organizing an enterprise, we
can create unrque problem solving
experiences in the technical, human
and social areas that are not possi-
ble in traditional industrial arts cur-
riculum fare.!Enterprise can also be
used with the other three adaptive
-technical systems or together as a, -
capstone experience; Enterprise has
even been :used by distributive
education programs simply as ci way
to-organize (risk taking) company-_
which sells pr ucts for a profit. We
sometimes call is a junior achieve-
ment program.

Combining the enterprise and
manufacturing segments together
can be a powerful curriculum design
that has the potential to help
students gain ynique experiences,
opportunities fir responsibility and
leadership, problem salving exper-

communication

transportation

[Hales Et Snyder, 1981, D. 24]

. *arrow added by author

Figure 1TECHNICAL ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS.
I,

* Enterpris
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tise and improvement in their
qverall level of technological
literacy. However, the manufactur-
ing enterprise conception raises
three important questions that hove
not been addressed in the past.

1. Should the manufacturing
- enterprise be student

centered or teacher centered?
2. What are the disadvantages of

using the manufacturing
enterprise at the junior high
school level?
How does a manufacturing
enterprise work as a last ex-
perience capstone course
which applies all of the adap-
tive systems collectively into a
common effort?

These questions are rather open
ended and may not have a clear cut
group of answers. They do,
however, provide an introduction
fOr discussion aboutseveraldi-fr.=
ferent ways to view the Manufactur-
ing enterprise experience and how
it can -make its contribution 'to
technology education.

Student Centered
vs Teacher Centered

Our obvious reaction to the first
question is to answer -student
entered of course." But do we in
practice follow through with that
idea? Most of the public school em-
phasis in -manufacturing (I.A.C.P.,
Maryland Plan, American Industry
Project). have focused at-the junior
high school curriculum. They have.
been well organized, activity
centered with some very interesting
role playing situations. They were,
however, for the most part teacher
centered. The teacher (or
workbook) selected the product,
organizational format, maintained
control of supplies and money, con-
ducted the testing, did the teaching,
graded the work:,,assigned roles and
solved tooling' problems. The
students acted out the roles, filled in
the data for the worksheets,
operated the jig or fixture, sold
stock; bought the product and
received a grade for the course,

The reason for the highly struc-
ured teacher centered approach is

really quite simple. One cannot
teach all of the necessary machine,
material and tool skills at, this level
and still have time to concentrate on
the enterprise part of the course.
That is, its more of a time/readiness
problem than one which is based on
philosophical, issues -

Technology Education:
"The study of

technology and its
history, growth, and
future development as
they relate to in-
dustrial oiganization,
materials, tools, pet,-
cesses, occupations,
product and problems."

Disadvantages of the
Junior High Enterprise

It is very difficult, if not impossi-
ble, to teach tool and machine skills,
organizational and management
skills to seventh and eighth grade
students and also allow them the
necessary= time to develop problem
solving arid decision making skills.
Technology and the social/cultural
aspects of evaluating products,
ecological problems, worker aliena-
tion, new materials and alternative
management designs cannot be
covered at this level because the
basic concepts of material process-
ing consume most of the time. This
is a normal 'situation and should be
expected. Since we usually begin
the industrial arts experience at
grade seven, it may be that we are
asking for tpo much too soon. We
can run the enterprise (its done
every day) at this level, but are we
really maximizing the potential for
an enterprise and are the students
really the decision makers?

Recognizing the problems with
teacher centered manufacturing,
some teachers bejan to split up the
enterprise and spread it over a

number of years. By using a scope
and sequence pattern, each doss is
designed to look into'specific,areas
such as design, research, testing
and tooling. When the class gets in-
to manufacturing: they may or may
not be producing the same product
they had designed or tested in other
classes. That, of course, is not im-
pedant, but problems do arise when
students miss one of the courses in
the series and then tend to loose
sight of the total manufacuring pro-
cess. This curriculum design has
been critized by same who claim
Manufacturing I, II, Ill, and IV is not
much different than Woodworking I,
II, Ill, and IV. That may be an unfair
assessment because the enterprise
is much more complicated than
woodworking and lends itself to
natural curriculum units which can
be organized sequentially

_period ofiime.
Advantages of

High School Enterprise
Perhaps the most obvious advan-

tage of the high school level enter-
prise is the experience that the
students have gained from previous
classes. Because high = school
students are older, and have more
education (including hands-on
laboratory' experiences), and send to
be more career oriented, they are
able to successfully assume more
responsibility for the management
of the enterprise. They still role play
well (this author has continued suc-
cessful role playing experiences
With college level seniors) and can
solve some very complex material,
finishing and tooling problems. In
fact, if the enterprsie is offered
towards the latter part of the high
school curriculum, (in some states
grade 10, in others grade 12) it can
serve as a capstone experience and
tie the Technology Education cur-
riculum together.

Capstoning with
ProductionSystems

The student centered approach
can provide more opportunities for
students to experience and discover
the concepts and goals of
technolqgy, education. Traditionally

over a
_ .
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we have used manufacturing with
the enterprise concept. It is possible
to run an enterprise in -communica-
tion; transportation and construc-
tion also but we have not moved in
that direction.

The adaptive techc*ical« systems
are tied together in many ways. By
looking at them in a broad .sense,
one could call them part of a produc-
tion system. That is, they seem to
make major contributions to the Suc-
cess of an enterprise which either
produces a product or service._ That
is the basic idea of capstoning with
production systems. Organize an
enterprise. :select a product, have
the materials and processes
students work with the product,
communications students work with
public relations and transportation
students desie-"the product
transportation system and flow pat-
term Combined, these are the pro-

----duation-systerns

PRODUCTION SYSTEMS

MATERIAL PROCESSING a COMMUNICATIONS _ TRANSPORTATION -

woods
-metals
ceramics
plastics
material testing
materials processes

printing
graphic arts
photography
drafting
design
television_

power
hydraulics/pneumatics
electricity
electronics(guidenceecontroft
mechanics

Figure 2PRODUCTION SYSTEMS.

Combining the enter-
prise and manufactur-
ing segment s can be a-
powerful curriculum
design.

Production Systems:
All production enterprises use a

variety of Interrelated systems to
make the company or corporation
successful. The product is developed
and produced using a materials pr
cessing system. Ideas and important
messages are exchanged using a
communications system. Product
flow in the . plant and distribution
outside the plant depends on a
transportation system. Each of these
systems are interrelated and in-.
terdependent on each- other in an
enterprise and thus can be called
The production systems. These
systems are unique because they
also represent broad classifications
for the types of courses we offer in
industrial arts piagrams. (See
Figure 2.)

Organizing the Capstone
The Production Systems enter=

prise can be divided into three ma-
jor organized phases:

A. Launching
B. Conducting
C. Summarizing
Because the enterprise is a

capstone,' the use of t_o_o_IS,

machines, and materials will not
need to' be emphasized as much in
the class. Instead, enterprise
organization, product development,
tooling and manufacturing techni-
ques make up the core of the learn-
ing content. The enterprise _is 'stu-
dent oriented and the teacher
serves as an industrial advisor
(Figure 2)2

Launching the Enterprise
The most important part -of a stu-

dent centered enterprise is getting
thq organization off the ground.
During first class the idea of a
capstan production is explained by

the teacher. Examples of past pro-
ducts are displayed and the high,
points and low points (each produc-.
tion always has a number of these to
laugh at once they are Oyer) are
brought out and the class begins a
dialogue on some possibilities. To
help the enthusiasm along, a video
training tape is shown fryln_, the_
previous year. Being j a student
centered approach, the tapes are
unedited by the instructor and have
positive and'negative comments. By
the time the tape is aver, the class is
ready to get going. Using a very sim-
ple organizational structure, the in-
structor explains the major respon-
sibility of each position (Figure 3).

Contract performance -grading is
used and the instructor explains
how tbe president will write the
management contracts and the
department heads' will w/ite the
worker contracts. Because a union is
required, the class will also write a

PRESIDENT _ INDUSTRIAL ADVISOR

PRODUCTION ENGINEER

R D HEAD TRANS/PROD HEAD

ASST, PRODUCTION ENGINEER

Figure 3ENTERPRISE STRUCTURE

1
MARKET/COMM HEAD
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rk agreement -which will be ap-
eyed by managementgab'or_ and

guide the content and spirit of the
contracts.

During the second class period,
the class will elect its management
group while the instructor conducts
the union elections and outlines how
they - should proceed to become
recognized. Once this is done, the
instructor becomes the industrial
advisor and assumes a regular seat
in the class. The president:runs,the
class for the rest pf the semester.

Selecting the Product
The second week of class is usual-

ly pretty hectic with management/
union trying 'to get a work agree-
ment and the communica-
tions/marketing-head trying to ge
concensus on product ideas. Once
three ideas have been agreed on by
the class, a market analysis/survey
is ,conducted at three local food

chain s ores.---Protatypes--a re---con ---p
structed by the research and
development group and the product
engineers begin identifying poten-
tial manufacturing bottlenecks.

production engineer conducting
time- studies and making qd
justments according to the C.F.M.
data. The R & D group also sets the
standards for quality control and
devises a scheme to check the pro-
duct during the run.

Tranportation/ Production
Setting up the laboratory to get a

good product flow is very important
for a continuous processing produc-
tion. The power/energy majors
make up this group and work with a
variety of mechanical/electrical
equipment =which is used to
transport the product. They develop

er=flow- plans, conveyer belts, and
power systems for the production.
OVerhead conveyer belts are set up,
tested and dropped into place for
the day of the run. This group also

time and motion data,
deverops a P.E.R.T., runs ft on the
microcomputer and provides the
pr -engineewitb_the_C RAW_
They also build specialized tooling
such as heat booths, finish kilns and
storage system.

When all the data and prototypes
ore in (usually one to two weeks)
decisions are made on which pro-
duct to produce and the exact price
of the stock which will be sold to
cover class costs.

Conducting the Enterprise
The production systems capstone

class uses a continuous manufactur-
ing line system. The class will spend
the entire semester getting ready to
run the production in one single day.

ppThis broach can create unique
.

problem.solving experiences. As the
class gets ready for the production
run, they will, work in groups which
are rMated to their expertise in one
of the adaptive systems.

Research and Development
The research and development

group .is made up of materials and
processes majors. They build the
prototypes, jigs, fixtures and- other
types of special tooling. They test
and -measure different types of
materials, processes, finishes and
designs. Once the jigs and fixtures
are complete, they work with the

The student centered
approach can provide
more opportunities for
students to experience
and discover the con-
cepts and goals of
technology education.

Communications/ Marketin
This group is made up; of drafting

and graphic arts majors. They
vert R & D thumbnail sketches into
plans and blueprints. They conduct
the market survey, print and issue
stock, keep financial records and
distribute the product. In addition,
they keep a photographic documen-
ation of the class, d sign and film a
training video tape r next year's
class and design the packaging for
the product. During the early phase
of the class, they also" set up a
display window with--eight forms of
re=lative advertising for the
seleceted product.

Summarizing the Enterprise
Because the class is set up as a

continuous manufacturing process,
the summary occurs on the next to
,the last day of class. Each student
except the president and production
engineer assumes a new job on the
manufacturing line. The president
greets the people who come to the
gallery to view the production and
explains what the class is doing. The
production engineer runs the pro-
duction and is in charge of the class.

Fifty products are manufoctured
and generally --time citabout ten
minutes each The average length of
the production run is about eight
hours including lunch.

During the last day of class, the
enterprsie is closed,. stocks are
redeemed for products and the class
reviews the video tape of the run.
Evaluation is completed by the
department heads' and the president-
-and turned over to the instructor.
These grades based on the contracts
and along with tests and notebooks
are used to determine the final
grade. Reports and drawings are put
together in a notebook and are kept
by the instructor as a historical
record of the class.

Conclusion
The enterprise format for produc-

tion Systems as a capstone will work
quite well crt-the high school level. It
can help students apply their
knowledge and skills learned in
each adaptive technical system for a
common problem-solving effort.
Because skills have been learned
previously, concentration on the use
and effects of technology, manage-
ment and people can help students
understand our economic social in-
stitution of industry -in a broader
sense. Technological literZty.4s--iii-
creased as students and stand the
interrelatedness of alrFie tech-
nological systems and their rale in a
technological society.
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Manufacturing En erprise
rnOs F Fales

Historically, that school subject
that dealt with "making things", be
it manual training, manual arts,- in-
dustridl arts, technology. education
or whatever, has clearly
phasizd manufacturing more than
anything else. The production of
material goods, the changing of
materials in form to increase utility
has dlways seemed to be one of the
most important parts of "our con-
tribution" to general education,

But along with the material pro-
cessing comes the very reason for
productionto satisfy wants and
needs. With that in mind, the sfu
of material processing assumes
multifaceted shape inextricably in-

rtwined with such concepts as pro-
ductivity, supply and demand, profit
and, the economic like.

In today's world there seems to be
much concern for economics. The
news reports are full of economic
news, mostly bad. Economists of all
persuasions propose their solutions,
and like induitrial educators, never
really come to agreement.
Concern For Economic Education

That economic concepts should be
a part of general education is a no-
tion that appears to be generally ac-
cepted. Consider the following bit of
evidence collected by this writer in
recent months.

Since I can't afford to self insure
my automobiles, I buy liability in-
surance from an insurance com-
pany. They sell insurance in order to
make an economic gain (profit).
With port of their money, they print
and send me a magazine (I suppose
this is to make me feel better about
paying them all that money).

James Fates is an associate professor 0 i
dustrial Education at Purdue University
Lafayette, indioncL

Anyway, s I was casually thumbing
through this magazines a particular
article caught my eye: "Educating
Tomorrows Entrepreneurship". Now
this magazine is not scholarly jour
nal but since my business is educa-
tion, I began reaciing the article. I

read of five teachers who have been-
awarded prizes of $5000 each for
their creative teaching.of economics
in the secondary schools. These

achers have been honored-for
their Creative approaches in making
the dry subject of economics an ex-
citing experience. Close analysis of
the article indicates -that these
teachers -ziNieTheen selected for
much of what an industrial arts
teacher, teaching ,a manufacturing
enterprise, does. So why Weren't
any of the honored teachers In-
dustrial Arts teachers? I ponder that
article and Isay to myself--
somebody out there must think that
this stuff- about economics/

nterprise/entrepreneurship is _im-
portant. Mare evidence: -=

The U. S. Department of Corn-
merce wants- us to know our
"EQ" (economics. quotient) so
they offer a free booklet entitl-
ed The Ameriean Economic
System . and Your Part In It.
Consider this quote from the
forward: "This- booklet was
prepared folloWing a nation-
wide survey involving
Americans from all walks -of
life.
"The survey revealed a basic
faith in our economic system. It
also revealed that most of those
interviewed had difficulty in

`1.clescribing how our American
Economic system works and
how they were involved in it.

. "This booklet has been
prepared to provide a quick and

simple description of the
American economic system. It
can serve as one step in a
journey to better economic
understanding---d journey
which should--bp a continuing
one for all of us."
Some state legistatures, in their-
collective wisdom, are man-
dating -.that some form of
economic education occur in the
public Secondani schools. For
example, Act 83. of the 1976
Louisiana Legislature mandates
o- one-halt- credit in the- Ftee
Enterprise- system as a prere-
quisite for'students gradatifin-g---

:from public high schools during
or after the 1977-78 school
term. The Board of Elementary
kind Secondary Education of that
state has ruled that the course
is required of students
graduating from public high
schools during or after the
1977-78 school year. It has also -
ruled that teachers- certified in
social studies, business educa
tion anc distributive education
will be allowed to teach slhe
course.
Consider the Youth Enterprise
Projectlof the Ameican Vocal-
tional Association. Funded par-
tially by the Department of
Commerce, the project
allocated 525,000 to each of
four local .edutOtion- agencies,
to be matched by local CETA
funds, to provide entrepreneur-
ship trainingvocational) for:.
youth in secondary schools.
Average delivery cost was
$100,000 per LEA for approx-
imately 10-40 students. -While
vocational in nature, this still
indicates gennrn1 concern for
economic r 1Jcution.
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Junior Achievement is perhaps .
-the most widely known and at-
cepted vehicle for providing
economic understanding to our
youth. The basic problem-

_ nkowever is that Junior Achieve-
ment serves only a select group
of students in an extra school
setting Strongly supported by

--business and industry, Junior'
Achievement enjoys --much
.publicity. Consider these
statements made by educators,
about Junior Achievement:
By an area superintendent of-a
large school district
"Presently, there are no other
courses that provide for as
realistic an experience inas
many activities of small
business operations than those
included in the Junior Achieve-
ment program."
By a top official of the National
Association of Secondary
School principals --
"The concept of 'learning-by-
doing' has been endorsed by
educators for many years. r--y
too few opportunities are ' f-
forded our younger _citizens.
Junior Achievement stands out
as a beacon light in providing
them with unparalleled oppor-'
tunities and we commend _the
program to adults and young
people alike."
Ry a state superintendent of
education N

"Junior Achievement is virtually
a Iciborptory course in
economics. More schools,
states, and universities should
recognize a year in JA as
equivalent to a semester course
and as an exceptional educa-
tional opportunity . for
thousands of high school
students."

The Classic Definitions
Perhaps at this point some defini-,flans are in order. If you consult any
ndard dictionary, you will find

the following definitions or _minor_
variations thereof:

MANUFACTURING: ,Lo make into
a _product suitable for ruse, to
make from raw Materials by hand
or by machinery, to -produce ac:
cording to an organized plan and
with division of Jabot-.
ENTERPRISE: one who organizes,'
rrtanages, and assumes the risk of
a busines -or enterprise.
ECONOMICS: concerned chiefly
with description and analysis of
theproduction, distribution, and
consumption of goods and ser-
vices.

'Eased u the foregoing;:
following d mition of Manufactur-
ing eriterprise can be derived:

Manufacturing. -enterprise: a
managed, risk-taking unit of

'economic organization ,4o make
goods (products suitable for use)
from raw materials by hand or,
machinery according to a plan
and with division of labor.

Some Questions
here does all this economic

concern leave us? To what extent
does, economic education belong in
the Manufacturing Enterprise class?
Are we solely 'responsible for
teaching economic subject matter?

It strongly appears that we who
claim to be teaching manufactuirng
should be rightly accused of -
teaching economics. Not in a dull
dry way, as seems to be the typical
approach,rother, let -us use the
special motivator, the "project or
product", as the vehicle to really
help students investigate produc-
tivity and the paycheck. By now, you
may be saying "Ok, Ok, I'll do it, but
I'm not sure how".

= _

Some Answem
First,. keep on teaching manufac-

tOringAncluding tools, materials,,.
and processes. Remember, our

,students must understand
something about these phenomena
before we can expect to teach the
concepts of enterprise.

Secondly, increase your
knowledge= of economics. Get a
basic _business textbook 'for your
°own use. Find out what business
books are used in you school. Start
reading Business Week. Order
copies of free annual reports
through the service that 'Business
Week offers.

In most states there exists an in- -

dustry funded economic educational
council. Contact them for assistance
and school/public relations. Get a
copy: of the Junior Achieveinent
Company Manual.

Next, make sure: you spread the
word about the economic nature of
your -manufactUring enterprise. Get
interdisciplinary; social studies,.
math, business teachers need to
know what you-are doing.

Make, sure your students have a
good manufacturing textbook, one
that includes the basics of
economics as applied to manuf6c-

Conclusion
Manufacturing enterprise in- one

form or another has been and will
continue to be taught in industrial
arts classes. Let's make sure we can
say we- are contributing to ,a
students 'dconomic education. If
that's what you're doing, let others
know. Good press never hurt
anyone's program: Let's see S'ome
industrial arts teachers being
honored for "teaching economics ",
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-Mater lici I l'-.PirocetSi nit
cOntepttial-Approack.-

Douglas fi. Pine

Introduction
Since a concept is nothing, mare

than -an abstract ar generic idea
generalized from particular in-
stances, it would seem td be almost
impossible to teach any course
without dealing with concepts in one
orm or another. If one accepts this
conclusion, then how might an in.'
dustrial arts teacher organize ideas
about materials processing
technology , when dealing with a
multi-Material approach to the sub-
ject? As one answer to this ques-
ion, the writer will discuss an ap-

proach that is . being used of the
University of Northern Iowa in a
team - taught, six semester-hour-
course in materials processing
echnology. Content is structured

via a conceptual model which ac-
commodates the material areas of
woods, metals, add plastics. It con-
stitutes the first laboratory-oriented
course that industrial arts arid
echnology majors receive in the

production 'area:
Why Conceptual Models?

The organization of content under
the traditional project approach
often starts with the project itself.
The protect is selected fors func-
tion, cost, interest to tb.e" student,
and ottipr similar reasons. The stu-
dent then turnher/his attention to
determining what operations are re-
quired to produce the item. Within
the co rif rations, certain unit pro-
cesses ,:such as milling, turning and
boring may, be evident to the stu-
dent. If sufficient study is given to
these .unit processes, some

Douglas Fine is an Associate Professar of In-
dustrial Technology, University of Northern.,
Iowa, Cedar Falls, Iowa 50614

generalized ideas (concepts)-may be_
forthcoming to the student. If the
student is in Jact this fdrtunate,
he/she may actually see the
relevance of these concepts in other
material areas or production situa-
tions; but, don't cou-nt on it. The se-
quence of events-through which con-
cepts are dealt with under the tradi-
tional approach appear in Figure 1.

L

. Project Identification

Operation Selection

Unit Process Selection

'Concept Discovery

FIGURE 1: Traditional. Approach

The writer "proposes that the se-
quence of events should be revers-
ed. The concepts which, the instruc-
tor deems to be -.most important
fulfilling the goals and objectives of
the course should be identified in
step one. This will lead to the selec-.
tion of certain unit processes with
which the student should become
a -Mar. Once the list of unit pro-

ci ses is established, the instructor
should decide how each unit ProcesS
can be most effeCtively
demonstrateq in.bis laboratory.This
activity will lead to a -laundry-list"
of operations which -indicate the
types of tools and machines to which
the student should be exposed.
Finally, laboratory activities,, are
developed to encompass* the

selected concepts, unit processes,
and operations. These activities may
involve take-home type products or
simply exercise pieces if that is con-
sidered to be the most efficient way
to treat certain conceptual areas.*
The sequence of events under the
conceptual approach are summariz-
ed in. Figure 2.

The conceptual approach is con-
sidered to be advantageous for the
following reasons:

1. Conceptual models are
universal. If properly
develPped, the models should
be applicable in any material
area. .

2. Conceptual models are stable.
The basic rnodels do not
change even though techni-
ques are continually changing.

3. Conceptual models uncover all
alternatives.

4. Conceptual models -5112100y
the complex. Thus, they should

. also simplify learning.
ConceptUal models can be ex-
plored at any level of
specificity.

Concept Selection

Unit Process Selection

iv
Operation Selection

abor tory Activity
(Produ-ct)' Development

FIGURE 2: Conceptual Approach

NOTE: The presentation at the sympostum
was supplemented with several examples of
la i:watery activity.
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A -Concep vial Model a for Materials Pr ocpssing Technology

The basic conceptual model as us-
ed in the materials processing
course at the University of Northern
Iowa is shown in the following
outline. Examples of some of the ac-
tivity area's under each concept are
-also given.
Material Processing Technology

Conceptual Outline
1.0 Separating Processes

1.1 Non-chip removal

1.2 Chip removal
1.2.1 Multiple -edge (pain

cutting tools

1.2.2 Sin -le-edg
tools

1.2.3 Knife-edged tools

Lab Activities

Shearing; punching

Circulqr, band,-, jig, and saber saw-
. ing; multiple tooth wood and metal
cutting hand tools; milling; wood
shaping; routing; grinding; sanding;
drilling

cutting Metal and wood turning; metal
shaping

1.2.4 Other non-
traditional) processed

Forming Processes
2.1 Hot forming

2.2 Cold forming

3.0 Combining Processes
3.1 Cohesion

3.2 Adhesion

3.3 Mechanical fastening

3.4 Mixing/blending

4.0 Conditioning Processes

5.0. Finishing 'Processes
5.1 Surface treatments

50.

5.2 Sub-surface tree

5.3 Surface coatings

Hand planing, jointing; surfacing

Electrial discharge machining;
flamecutt ng; hot wire cutting

Metal casting; injection, compres-
sion, blow, and rotational molding;
thermoforming; forging; wood

am bending

Metal spinning; bench metal and
sheet metal forming

Oxyacetylec, and spot
welding; solvent cementing

Brazing; soldering; 'glueing

Various fasteners related
assembling, various materials

(Example: food
dustries)

processing in-

Heat treating; wood drying; stress
relieving

Brushing; buffing; polishing;
abrasive blasting; distressing;
etching; anodizing

Staining; finishes for penetrating

Liquiid coatings; plating



The following related topics are
interspersed throughout the treat-

,

ment of the material processing con-
cepts as appropriate:

-1 Layoutntechniqes and precision
measurement,

2. Metric system
3. Sp beds and feeds
4. -Cutting tool geometry
5. Wood identification and pro-

parties
6. 'Metal identification and p

perties
7. Plastics identification and pro-

perties
The model- can be expanded to

provide a:higher level of specificity.
An example is shown below starting
with the area _of multiple7edge
(point) cutting tools. The sub-
categories are not totally inclusive
of all possible concepts.

1.2.1 Multiple-edge (point) cutting tools
1.2.1.1 Milling
1.2.1.2 Drilling
1.2.1.3 Abrading
1.2.1.4 Routing
1.2.1.5 Broaching
1.2.1.6 Filing
1.2.1.7 Sawing

1.2.1.7.1
1.2.1.7.2

1.2.1.7.4

1.2=1.7.6

Crosscut sawing
Rip sawing
Irregular sawing
Resawing sawing
Angular sawing
Channel sawing

1.2.1.7.6.1 Rabbet sawing
1.2.1.7.6.2 Dodo sawing
1.2.1.7.6.3' Groove Sawing

I

1

I I

Summary
The traditional project approach

can lead to a hit or-miss treatment of
important concepts in the identified
area of study. The writer has at-
tempted to depict an approach
which puts the primary focus on the
concepts to be studied with products
and laboratory activities becoming
simply a means to an end.

The development of courses
around conceptual models has some
definite instructional and educa-
tional advantages. If used properly,
this approach can result in more ef-
fective learning with conceptual
transfer to other areas of study.
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Ma nufcicturing Processet
Ray Shackelford

Introduction
The primary purpose of Symposium

III is to provide industrial arts con
tent structures and teacher/learner
activities related to the industrial
arts instructional areas of Com-
munications , Construction,
Manufacturing-Enterprise,
Manufacturing-Material Processes,
and Transportation/Power.

In keeping with the theme, this
paper will address the following
questions as they relate to an ici-
troductory course igManufacturing
Processes:

1. What is a-Manufacturing Pro-
cess?

2. What assumptions and/or
limitations should be used in
the selection of the course con-
tent?

3. What manufacturing classifica-
tions and concepts can be used
to support the study of
Manufacturing Processes?.

4. What laboratory activities can
be used to reinforce classroom
activity?

What is A Manufacturing
Process?

A process may be viewed and
defined in many ways. For this
presentation Todd's (1975) explicit
and operational definitions will be
used. These definitions are as
follows:

EXPLICIT: "the conversion or
transmission of materials, energy,
and/or information; or the trans-
porting of materials, humans,
and/or machines from one physical
location to another."

OPERATIONAL: -Identify all
materials that are being changed in
shape, appearance, structure, or

Ray Shackelford is an Associate Professor of
- industrial Education and Technology, Ball
State University, Muncie, IN 47306

location and isolate what is causing
that change: Identify whether any
rnateridl: is : being changed to
generate a form' of energy, such-as
the burning of

r
natural gas to

generate- heat. Identify any energy
form that is being changed into
another form of energy, i.e.,
Mechanical energy into electricity in
a hand-crank generator, or the
movement of a magnetized iron rod
in a wire coil. Identify if any-energy
is being converted into an informa-
tion form, i.e., moving a telegraph-
key to generate dots and dashes, or
converting the sound of a voice into
electrical wave patterns in a
telephone. Identify any change of
information to another form of infor7
motion, i.e., the translation of the
symbols of a trigonometric solution
to the setting on the dials of a-metal
lathe. The changes taking place are
the processes." (pp 29-33).

As the reader considers and
analyzes the explicit and opera-

nal definitions, it may be useful to
use the following statements to
show the ,interrelationships of the
elements included in the definitions.
A. manufacturing process utilizes
materials, energy, information,
machines and/or humans during or
prior to a manufacturing activity.
During that activity (process) there
are three primary inputs into a
manufacturing process: materials,
energy, and information. The out-
puts of a process are a change in
material, energy, and/or informa-
tion. The change brought about by
the conversion, transmission,
and/or transportation of the inputs
potentially results in the conversion
of materials, energy, or informa-
tion; transmission of energy or in-
fortnation, and/or the transporta-
tion of materials, humans, or
machines.

Assumptions And Limitations
Two courses in Manufacturing-,

Material Processes ae currently be-
ing offered at Ball State University.
One is a required course for all two-
and four-year Industrial Technology
majors, and the other is required of
all Industrial Arts -Teaching majors.
Both courses are introductory in
nature and are prerequisites for all
courses in material processing. The,
selection of content for these
courses was based ution the follow-
ing assumptions and limitations:

Assumptions
1 It was assumed._ that the _

categories, concepts, and
classifications of manufactur-
ing procesSes utilized in these
courses are correct.

2. It was assumed that the study
of selected material conver-
sion processes, guided by the
application of manufacturing
processes categories,
classifications, and concepts to
that study, would improve the
transfer of underlying process-
ing principles to new and un-
familiar processes.

3. It was assumed that the suc-
cessful completion of these
courses would improve student
performance in the material
conversion courses that follow.

4. It was assumed, that the peifor-
mance and analysis of selected
material conversion processes
would reinforce course con-
tent.

Limitations
1. The manufacturing processes

studied in these courses are
limited to those processes
utilizing solid engineering
materials: metallic, pal meric,
and ceramic.

2. The manufacturin processes
studied in these courses are



limited to those processes con-
verting materials.

3. The manufacturing proce
studied in these course are
limited to secondary processes
which transfokm standard
stock into goods.

Classification And Concepts
Useful in The Study of

Manufacturing Processes
As indicated, manufacturing pro-

cesses either convert, transmit, or
nsport. However, to remain con-

Sistent with the stated assumptions
and limitations, only classifications
and concepts dealing with material
conversion will bb discussed in this
section.

A large number and wide variety
of material conversion processes
are practiced by industry. Thes6
might inckIde: drilling, welding,
sawing, heat treating, printing, -cut-
ting, stapling, bending, pouring,
tt. But this unending list and diver.

sity of material conversion pro-
cesses presents a pi-oblern when try-
ing to study and understand
manufacturing processes. Which
conversion processes should be
studied since it would be impossible
to study all existing processes?
Also, how do we prepare ourselves
and others to understand and com
prehend the new process that will
be developed in the futufe?

The study of individual isolated
material 4onversian processes is
sometimes difficult and less re-
warding, because it tends to em-
phasize the differen es ,among in-
dividual material c nversion pro
cesses and fails to point out the
many similarities that exist between
processesk_By placing the emphasis
on the learning of facts the process_
is endless, many times non-
transferrable, and the rewards less
than fulfilling.

A more promising method for the
study of material conversion pro-
cesses is in the study of the
categories, classifications and/or
concepts of material conversion.
Manufacturing processes, as shown
in Figure 1, fall into' two general
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categories of operations:
primary, and (2) secondary.

Primary operations are those pro-
cesses which remove the material
from its natural state. Examples in-
clude: reduction of iron ore into
iron, sea water into magnesium,
and- synthetic chemicals into
plastics. Such operations supply the
raw or basic materials used in the
manufacture of other products.

Secondary operations are those
processes which relate to the actual
manufacturing material-63_ version
processes applied tit basic
materials. Examples \indude; mill-
ing, case hardening, die-forming, in-
vestment casting, riveting, etc.

Manufacturing Material
Conversion Classifications

A useful tool in the study of
anufacturing secondary processes
the use of material processing

classifications. These classifications,
are useful in that they provide a
'system or means of grouping for
studying the many diverse manufac-
turing material conversion pro-
cesses. The +classification system
utilized at Ball State University
classifies various materials pro-
cesses into the following areas:

1. Casting, the process whereby
the desired material is
prepared in the form of a liquid
and then introduced into a
previously prepared cavity of
proper design.. The material is
solidified in the cavity before
being extracted.

2. Molding, the process of
changing the size and/or
shape of a material by forcing
a pliable, semi-solid, and/or
powdered material into
prepared cavity.

RAW MATERIALS

INDUSTRIAL MATERIALS

FINISHED"' PRODUC1

Figure 1 MATERIAL PROCESSING DEL



3. Forming, the, process
changing the size and/or
shlte but not the material
volume, of a material (part) by
the application of a force bet-
ween the yield point ,antethe
fracture point.

4. Separating, the protess of
removing material from a base
material for the purpose of
changing the size, shape,
and/or surface finish of the
base material.
Conditioning, the process of
changing the mechanical
and/or physical properties of a
material usually by the ap-p
plication of heat, mechanical
stress, and/or chemical or
electra- magnetic action.

6. Assembly, the process of
semi-permanently and/or per-
manently fastening two or
more materials and/or p rts-
together.

7. Finishing, the process of
treating a base material for
the purpose of protecting
and/or beautifying that base
material. (Wright and Jensen,
1976, pp 28-86)

The function and application of
each of these manufacturing
classification will be discussed in
more,detail later in this paper.

Conversion Concepts
The use of concepts to identify

and decribe the many 'similarities
existing in all material conversion
processes is helpful when exemin-
ing individual processes and/or
comparing processes from, different
material conversion classifications.
The material conversion concept
choSen for this purpose consists of
four -sub-categories. These sub-
categorie can be used to describe
the material conversion processes
applied to a rawmaterial as it
moves towards becoming a finished
product. These identified material
conversion sub -categories include:
(1) separation of materials, (2) addi -'
tion of materials, (3) contour change
of materials, and (4) internal chdnge
of materials. (Todd et.al., 1967)

The application of this concept as

an underlying principle to the study
of, manufacturing procesges is im-
portant because of the proven abili-
ty of conceptwto support the
transfer of learniWg. (Travie, 1967, p
260) But, before the reader passes
judgment as to Whether or6not these
four sub-categories are conceptual
in nature or -to their ability to sup-
port the study of manufacturing pro-
cesses, the author would ask the

_ reader to first consider the following
definitions of each sub-category:

1. Separation of Materials
Separation processes changes
a material by removing
material from a base or-parent
material for the purpose of
changing. the size, shape,
material, volume, and/or sur-
face finish of the base material
by:

the removal of material by
wedge cutting action with

no-loss of material: shear-
ing, slicing, dicing, etc.,

b.. the removal of material by
a wedge cutting action
resulting in a chip (chip hav-
ing no immediate produc-
tion value): sawing, milling,
jointing. etc.

c. the removal of material
without using conventional
'redlining forces (wedge):
etching, EDm, electron
beam, etc.

2. Addition of Materials
Addition processes change
materials by-'combining

- materials semi-permanently
and/or permanently by bon-
ding (adhesion or cohesion),
mechanical fastening, mixing, -

magnetism, and /or, co-curing
(ex. fiberglass).

3. Contour Change of. Materials
Contour processes change a
base material's shape but not
the material's volume. _ Ex-
amples of contour processes
include: casting concrete or
jell() into a form or mold, form-
ing steel or pie dough by roll-
ing or molding plastics.

4. internal Change of Materials
Internal processes change a

material's molecular and/or
chemical structure for the pur-.
pose of changing the
material's_ characteristics (ex.

'physical, mechanical, etc.).
There are fbur general types of
internal material conversion:
a. Thermal: heat treating,

cooking, etc.
b. Chemical: alloying,, adding

baking soda to a aka mix,
etc.

c. Electromag etic:
magnetism, induction
heating, etc.

d. Mechanica 6. all types of
_work hardening.

As the reader will note, many of
the examples used in the sub-
category definitions were :- home
cooking processes. This was done
intentionally to emphasize the
potential strength of the concept.
For if the concept is valid, it should
be applicable to any material con-
version process whether it be in in-
dustry, home cooking, medicine, or
hair styling.

The application of the material
conversion concept and classifica-
tions to the study of manufacturing-
material processing may be best
described by giving a brief descrip-
tion of the course, organization at
Ball State University.

The course is designed to include
units on all major classifications of
material conversion. Each unit as
seen in Figure 2; is made up of three
components: an introduction, a
period of process application and 'a
review. The introduction is designed
to acquaint the learner with:

1. The process classification,
2. The material conversion con-

cepts and major components
which make up the process
classification, and

3. The procedures and practices
used in selected manufact r-
ing processes or operation n
that classification.

The application phase is designed
to provide "hands-on- experiensw
in as many practical applicatiopilef
the process classification --order
'study as possible.-

4
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INTRODUCTION

I: MOLD PREPARATI ON
2. ENEWANWC MATERIALS
3_ INTRODUCING MATERIALS
4. SOLIDIFYING MATERIALS, .
S. EXTRACTING CASTINGS

APPLICATION

INJECTION
MOLDING

REVIEW

Figure 2TEACHING MODEL

The review phase summarizes the
similarities and differences among
the processes which make up the
classifications under study. Students
are encouraged to share and com-
pare experiences and understand-_
ings gained during the application
phase.

The increased learner awareness
and understanding of the applica-
tion processes (laboratory activities)
and to reinforce the introduction
content, the learner completes a
laboratory observation sheet for
each applicaiton activity performed.
Each laboratory observation sheet,
(see Figures 3-6) contains four major
sections.

The first section requires the
learner to identify the process and
the major industrial, social, and
economic advantages and disadvan-
ages of the identified process. The

first section also requires the stu-
dent to identify and describe the

rial(s) being converted..The se-
cond section requires the learner to
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identify and describe the major com-
ponents of each process. The third
section, (see Figure 7) requires the
learner to list and describe the
overall conceptual processes
(separation; addition, contouring,
and /or internal changes) that took
place during the material's conver-
sion. The fourth and last section of
the laboratory observation sheet
asks the- learner. to identify,
describe,And explain any .possible
defects that may be evident in the
product produced during the iden-
tified application process.

Application processes are
selected to..maximize and reinforce
the concepts and classification corp-
ponents discussed during the in-
troduction and review stages.
However, many material conversion
processes are not compatible with a
facility design capable of supporting
multi-function and innovative
Manufacturing Materials and Pro--
cesses. Laboratory. --,Therefore,
laboratory activities should be
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selected to support the study of
material conversion by using the
following criteria:

1_ Usablethe identified process
can be successfully performed
by. the identified population
with minimal lecture/

demonstration time related solely to
that particular process.

2. Flexiblethe identified pro-
cess can have its variables
(components a'nd/or pro-
cedures) easily -altered, thus
allowing the alternative out-
comes to the studied.

3. Comp_rehensivethe iden-
tified process reinforces the
material conversion concepts
and components, and is
representativeof the material
conversion processes selected
for study.

The material conversion pro-
cesses to be discussed in the next
section meets these criteria and will
help answer the fourth and final
question of "What laboratory _ac-
tivities can be used to reinforce
classroom. acitivity?"

Selection of Laboratory
Activities

The selection of usable, flexible,
and comprehensive laboratory ac-
tivities to support the study of
material conversion is an important
step in the curriculum development
process. However, if the primary ob-
jective or goal is the teaching of
material conversion concepts, then
almost any available process can be
utilized. Some processes will of
course be more powerful in their
ability to be used to reinforce the
similarities and underlying
prinicples of material conversion,
but in this instance these similarities
ancV'underlying principles are the
important factors; not the teaching
of the related facts and skills of one
isolated process. Thus, if a given
teaching/learning. environment is
limited .in size and/or available pro-
cesses, this does not necessarily
hove to limit the success of the
course or program.

During curriculum planning and
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NOTE: When answering the following questions, be careful to describe
the specific processes that took place during the material's con-
version and NOTE the steps you followed in performing the pro-
cess. This can best be accomplished by descrIbInct ,how the
process affects the material, (how the process worIcsl:
and/or what the process does to the material.

8. List and describe alb of the ADDITION processes that took-place
during the materia conversion.

es that -took plac... 9. List and describe all of the CONTOUR process
during the material's conversion.

10. List and describe all of the SEPARATION processes tha
place during the material's conversion. -

List and describe all of the INTERNAL,processes tha7 k place
during the material's conversion.

12. Describe and explain any posiible defeets Lin your proc ssea
material.

Figure 7DESCRIPTION OF CONCEPTS AND PROCESSED MATERIAL

(These questions 07-e included with each,Analysis Sheet)

the design of the Mateifials and Pro-
cesses Laboratory at Ball State
University, it was determined that
he addition of -limited size" to the

procesi selection criteria would
facilitate and improve the
laboratory comprehensiveness. The
criteria also greatly increased the
overall flexibility of the Materials
and Processes Laboratory, and
created what we refer to as table-
top processing. In this instance,
able to processing having the con-

notation that all application pro-

_

cesses be capable of being perform-
ed/an:- standard laboratory table
tops`.,Then, upon completion of the
activity, the necessary eqUiprnent
and supplies -"are capable of being
store ocessing tables.

Some of the table-top application
processes selected for use include:
sand casting, shell mold costing,
forging, permanent mold 'casting,
blanking, spinning, flexible die for--
ming, shearing, ::abrading,
mechanical and adhesion-fastening,
explosion forming, injection

molding, -dip finishing, sly ng;
drillinchvdroforming, -_punching,
heat treating, and che).nit-51

Althoughtlisme,of theSe ac
tivities have-been developed by the-
instructors irivolved these
courselzmanyothers
ed, ridreVarious suppliers-as corn
ptefie self- contained instructional

:units. Three such-=suppliers
= 1. Parke's_Advnturous PrOjeC

Springfiqd MO.
2. _Tecti-Aide, Grand Eor_ks;-ND.
3. Pitse6-, Pittsburg. KS.

other_-.:t6ppliers
inirlar table-top processes do exist,

the author_haE-fbUnd these three;to
be very, helpful andetiable-sup-
pliers

Conclusion:
=The intent of this-prticle has been

to-provide-information in the formiot-
content structure and teacheri_
Learner activities that will be an aid
in plarming'a, new ar improving an

.--existing course, in man6facturing
processes. It may or may not have_
been successful, but the road to an
Unproved curriculum is easily paed
by improved communications and
the exchanging of ideas. This was
and will be the purpose-Of the Sym-
posium Series.
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gnergy-Uttlizatiort Technology
Dennis R. 'Mueller

An essential area of Technology
Ecibtatiort -is the study of how in-
dustry utilizes _ energy to produce
goods and services. There are many
60pr-banhes which may be taken to

iganize a curriinlum :- fb- instruct
students about the applications of
energy utilization in our industrial
society. These approaches mist in-
clude several common elements:

1. howr_energy harnesseci, con-
'-'ierted and utilized, = = =

2. the industrial applications- of
=this harnessing of energy, and,
the impact that -the :use of
energy has upon our society; _

This:instruction must be presented
through hands-Cm laboratory ex-
periences in which studenis become
directly involved in the learnihg pro-
cess, have anopportunity to explore
technology, and grow-in their com-
prehension of our industrial society.

THE STUDY OF
ENERGY ULITIZATION

Curriculum for the study of in-
dustrial technology may be organiz-
ed in a number of ways depending
on the needs of the school and the
students,- the tiriie allocated to the
study, and the educational ex-
periences preceding and following
this study. The essential elements of
industrial technology may-be taught
under the organizational structure
of a course titled Production, which-
may be either a- one semester or 'a
one year offering. At that time, all
elements of industrial production:
technical processes, industrial ap-
plications, societal impact,
managerial organization,' and per-
sonnel requirements, are presented
in, organized laboratory ex-
periences..Often it is feasible and

Dennis Mueller is on Assistant Professor of
Industrial Technology, Illinois State,Univesity,
Normal, IL 61761.

desirable to, divide the study of in-
- dustriai production into_at least two
elements. Often, the common divi-
'sions of Manufacturing and Cort-

istruction are used to 'provide a.

workable organizational scheme for
This instruction. When industrial
technology is taught, whether in a
single Production course, or in dif-,
ferentiated Manufacturing and Con-
struction courses, it is assumed that
a number of supportive areas are in-
cluded. These supportive areas are
Communication Technology,
Transportation Technology, and
Energy Utilization Technology,

There have been proposals for
Technology Education which isolate

the service technologies of Com-..
munications, Transportation and
Energy Utilization, and teach them
as separate coursealmost in a
vacuum. This is not only a disservice
to the students, but violates the
assumption that Technolgy Educe -.
tion provides opportunities for
students to comprehend and in-
teract with our entire industrial
society. When CD mmunications,
Transportation, and Energy Utiliza-
tion are taught, they must always be
referenced to their applications
within industry both Manufactur-
ing and Construction,

This is not to say that separate
semester, or year long, courses in

ADULT.

14
13
12
11

The Illinois Plan
Industrial Education

Advanced
Technical I
'Studies

D.E. Code
Vocational
Programs

Industrial Systems:
Communication

Energy
Production

Transportation

. 7
6 .

4

Exploring Industry
And Its .

'Technologies

-GRADE LEVEL,

Industrial
Studies
Units

PREPARING for
Life in

An Industrial
Society

Becoming
ORIENTED to

Industry

EXPLORING
Industry

Becoming
AWARE

of Industry

PROGRAM
EMPHASIS

Figure 1ILLINOIS PLAN FOR INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
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minurnications, Energy,- Utiliza-
ion, and Transporatatio- n may not

-be taught. On the contrary, as we
provide extensive, in-depth learning
experiences in Technology Educes-
Lion, it is essential that the element.
of Production be divided into
manageable units. Only on the most
basic level, can all the factors in-
vorired in industrial production be
offered in one Or two course
Manufacturing and Construction). A

point is quickly reached in student's
learning experience where very
detailed, specific instruction about
certain areas of Industrial.
Technology must be provided.' At
his level, the curriculum is usually

divided into three or four courses.
One Course is often titled Produc-
ion; or Production Technology.

Here the .eri4hosis is not On the
overall, global, -Gestaldt view of
technology, brat ernphasis is placed
primarily upon the tools and
materials which are used in in-
dustrial production, and , the
managerial organizational schemes
which allow people to partake in the
production process. Other courses
offered at this level include Com
munications Technology, Transpor-
tation Technology, and ',often,
Energy Utilization Technology.

The term Energy Utilization, is
proposed to include all instruction
about how energy is harnessed,
converted, and utilized in industrial
applications. This term is more ap-
propriate and descriptive of the
area of study than such ierrns---a-s
energy, pox*, or energy and
power: and will be used in place dl
these other terms.

Some authors argue that Energy
Utilization, being a supportive area
of industrial production, be subsun4-
ed under, Production, and that
Technology Education consist of
courses in Production, Communica-
tions, and Transportation. Energy
Utilization is often excluded as be-
ing a separate curriculum entity. An
example of this is the work done in
the Jackson's Mill Industrial Arts
Curriculum Theory (Snyder and
Hales, no date). Here we see Energy
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Utilization excluded as, a separate
nurse of study, but the essential
elements of :Energy Utilization are
presented throughout the study of
Industrial Technology, through Pro-
duction, Comunications, and
Transportation.

An example of curriculum
development which includes the
study of Energy Utilization as essen-
tiol.elernent is the Illinois Plan for In-
dustrial Education (Loepp, Jones,
Mueller, White-, 1981). This plan_pro-
vides an organizational scheme for
instruction in industrial technology
far the Kindergarten through adult-
levels. Figure 1 describes the
orgenization of the Illinois Plan for
Industriol Education. Oe the
elementary school level; units of
varying length are incorporated into
the standard curriculum of *a self-
contained classroom. At the junior
high school level, courses under the
broad category, Exploring Industries
and its Technologies, will be of-
fered. At the lower senior high
school level, four Industrial Systems

Techn logy Education program
which rovides not only an overview
of indu but also opportunities
for stud is to study critical
elements industrial technology in
great detail.

It is essential that a study of in-
dustrial technology include Energy
Utilivtion as a self-contained
course with equal emphasis with the
other elements of Transportation,
Communication, and Production.

ENERGY
UTILIZATION MODELS

Now .that the term Energy Utiliza-
tion has been defined, and its op-

-, plication described, it is necessary
tri look at how curriculum can be
organized in the study of how in-
dustry utilizes energy to produce
goods and services. There are a
numberof different Organizational
schemes, each with significant
variability. One area in which there

manyproposals is the taxomony
of 6 forms of energy which are to
be studied in this curriculum.

Input

Precessisng

Conyers on .Tronsrnissupn .;
-A

Losses

Output

Figure 2IOWA ENERGY MODEL

courses are proposed. Ttiese include
Communications Systems, Energy.
Utilization Syltem., Production
System, 'and Transportation System.
Here we see Energy Utilization
presented as a one-semester course
providing opportunities for students
to learn about this essential area of
industry. At the advanced high
school/adult level, students may
take offerings in Advanced
Technical Studies, and/or traditional
industrial vocational courses

The Illinois Plan for ind trial
Education provides an pxam e of
how a course in Energy ,Lititizeiiein
may be incorporat6d

1980, p. 123) suggests six
form's of energy. They are: hydro,
gr t tional, geothermo, solar,

clear,. and fossil. On the other
hand, Schwaller (1980, p.p. 9-10)

. identifies 10 forms of energy for
study. Schwajler's forms of energy
are: chemical, fossil, thermo,
'kinetic, potential, gravitational,
nuclear, sound, radiant, and elec-
trical. He later combined kinetic,
potential and gravitational forms of
energy under the category. of
mechanical. In the Illinois Plan for
Industrial Education (Weep, Jones,

'Mueller, White, 1981) four forms of
Energy are proposed. These forms

_ _
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Energy
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Figure 3ILLINOIS ENERGY UTILIZATION FLOW CHART

re: nuclear, chemical, mechanical,
nd heat/light.
There are a number of organiza-

tional models which can be used to
describe the industrial utilization of
energy. Two of these models will be
selected for presentation here. The
first model was developed by Bro for
the Iowa Industrial Arts Handbook,
in 1978 (p.13).- This model is
presented in Figure 2. Here we see
the major, divisions: input, process-
ing, output, and loss. Processing, in
this Generalized Basic Power
System is further divided into con-
version and transmission. In this
flow chart, energy input is process-
ed through the steps of conversion

-and transmission and appears in the
output. Bro has accounted for
energy losses at every sfep in this
flow chart.

The Illinois Plan for Industrial
Education (Loepp, Jones, Mueller,
White, 1981) identifies the first step

in the Energy Utilization flow chart
as being energy extraction/harness-
ing. After the energy has been.
harnessed it is converted. After con-
version, energy is either utilized,
lost, and/or recover d. Feedback
loops identify the loss hat can occur
through the model an the fact that

neither created nor destroyed (the
law of conservation of energy) and
that the form of energy can be
changed as it cycles through this
flow chart.

The Illinois Plan provides a
workable definition of the term.
Energy Utilization, and a flow chart
describing the changes that take
place in the processing of energy.

ENERGY UTILIZATION
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
It is now important to present a

method by which Energy Utilization
curricular materials may be organiz-
ed: Figure 4 shows the Energy
Utilization model for the Illinois Plan
for Industrial Education (Loepp,
Jones, Mueller, White, 1981). The
four major divisions of this cur-

Energy Utilization

ResourCes
Technical
Processes

Industrial
Applications

Technological
Impact

Figure 4ENERGY UTILIZATION MODEL

energy which is recovered can be
recycled through the conversion
process. This model is a clised loop'
system, showing that energy is

Resources

Nuclear Chemical Mechanical Heat/Light

Short-Life Coal Wind Sole
Isotopes Oil Water Geothermal

Wood Animal
Long-Life Natural
Isotopes' Gas

Reactive
Chemicals

Figure 5RESOURCE MODEL

riculum development model are
Resources, Technical Pr9cesses, In-
dustrial Application, and
Technological Impact. Each of these
major divisions are further divided
as follows:

RESOURCES is organized into the
four fors of energy: nuclear,
chemical, mechanical, and
heat/light.
TECHNICAL PROCESSES is divided
into conversion/control,
transmission, and storage.
INDUSTRIAL 'APPLICATION con-

- ,sists of warming/cooling,
lighting, and propelling.
TECHNOLOGICAL IMPACT in-
cludes two types of impacts:
social and environmental.
By organizing curriculum around,

these major divisions students will
gain an understanding of the inputs
into Energy Utilization, the methods
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Figure 6TECHNICAL PROCESSES MODEL

of Energy Utilization, and the ap-
plications- and the impact of Energy
Utilization.

Figure 5 gives- a'-more detailed
subdivision of the Resourcessection
of the Energy Utilization Model.
Here we see that nuclear is divided
into short life and long life isotopes.
Chemical is further divided into the
sources of coal, oil, wood, natural
gas and reactive chernicals.
Mechanical energy can be subdivid-
ed into wind, water, and animal.
The two divisions of heat/light -are
solo? and geothermo.

The three subdivisions of
technical processes can be further
refined. Conversion/cdntrol can be
diVided into direct and indirect
methods. As Figure 6 shows, the
direct and indirect methods describe
conversion techniques from one
form of energy to another. The last
-rm of energy described ore the

ones that can be used in industrial
application. Transmission of energy

achieved through the media of
ele"ctricity, heat, light and
mechanical. Energy may be stored
informs of chemical, capacitive,
the'rmo or mechanical.

There are three organizers for in-
dustrial application of energy. These
are described in Figure 7. They in-
clude worming/cooling which may
be further divided into aircondition;
ing/refrigeration and heating. The
three forms of lighting are incandes-

cent.gaseous, and arc. !Finally, the
applications of propelling are in the
field of transportation and
mechanical motion.-

Figure 8 describes societal and
environmental technological- impact-
brought about by the industrtial use
of energy. Several societal impacts
are in the areas of Transportation,
Communication, Production; Con-
servation, and Invention. The en-
vironmental consideration includes:
conservation of expendable natural
resources, the efficient conservation
of energy, the control of hazards
and the effect upon pollution, both
with the environment on earth and
in space.

This model gives a complete
detailed overview of Energy Utiliza-
tion and pbrmits extensive cur-
riculum development in this field.
The more specific divisions of the

model are not intended to be view-
ed as being totally inclusive and
representative of all possible topics.

--They- are rather, suggested areas
which may be presented to the
students and investigated in this
study.

By using this curriculum. model,
the field of Energy Utilization may
be organized in a logical manner
and curriculum materials may be
developed which will provide mean-
ingful experiences for the student.

Procedures
Now that the curriculum evelo-

ment model has been presented, it
is necessary to decribe how -this
model may be used in developing in-
structional material for the study of
Energy Utilization. There are two
rules which must be followed in ap-
plying this model to curriculum
development. They ore:

Industrial Applications

rming/ Cooling

Air Conditioning!
Refrigeration

Heating

igh ing

Incandescent
Gaseous
Arc

Propelling

Transportation
Mechanical

'Motion

Figure 7INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION MODEL
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_Transportation
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Invention
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Conservation of Expendable
Natural Resources

Efficient Conservation of
Energy

Control of Hazards

Pollution

. Figure 8TECHNOLOGICAL IMPACT MODE

1. the developer may start.
anywhere in the model when
selecting materials for instruc-
tion,

2. all four divisions of the model
(Resources,' Technical. Pro-
cesses, Industrial Application, -
and Technological Impact)
must be included in every unit
of instruction.

It is critical that these two rules be
followed. The first gives flexibility to

h urriculam developer, and the
second ensures that the students
receive instruction which include all
of the pertinent areas found in study
of Energy Utilization.

The study of Energy Utilization as
a separate curricular- offering in
Technology Education is of vital im-
portance to the understanding of
how energy is harnessed, con -
verted, and used. Materials for use
in the classroom can be developed

by using the curriculum model pro-
posed by the.Illinois Plan and follow-
ing the procedural ['Wes associated
with this model. The end result will
be meaningful educational .. ex-
periences for,the. students, which
actively reflect the role of Energy
Utilization in our industrial society.
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In recent_ years_our professional
literature has been filled with many
fine suggestions dealing with cur-
riculum analysis. With the coming of
the energy crisis,piuch has been said
about energy technology. The
literature in industrial education in-

, dicates a continued interest in all
broad aspects of technology in-
cluding transportation. But over the
past ten years very little in the
literature deals with content in
transportation.

This writing is an attempt to up-
date information in transportation
technblogy, and specifically deal
with transportation as related to in-
dustrial technology rather than
technology in general.

A number of activites are possible
in the areas of land, sea, and air
transportation. Many of these ac-
tivities appeared in our literature of
the early 1970't and before the
energy crisis of 1973. Therefore, the
purpose of this paper is to fill in the
voids of the last few years and make
suggestions concerning some
specific applications to industry.

Three categories were addressed.
First, transportation in industry, anti
secondly, the modes of transportaA
tion related both to industry as vylell
as the private sector of society. Last,
details' of the mass transit problems
are presented.

Transportation In Industry
The National Council of Physical

Distribution Management (1978)
defines physical distribution as
follows: "Physical distribution
management is the term describing

Robert Cooksey is o Professor of Industrial
Technology at Indiana State University, Terre
Haute, Indiana

the integration of two or more ac-_
tivities for the purpose of planning,
implementing and controlling the ef-
ficient flow of raw materials, in-
process iniventory, and finished
goods from point of origin to point of
consumption" (Boxersox, 1978, p 6).
Activities may include, but are not
be limited to customer service, de-
mand forecasting, parts and service
support, plant and warehouse site
selection, procurement, packaging,
return goods handling, salvage and
scrap disposal, traffic and transpor-
tation, and warehousing Land
storage (Boxeriox,1978, p 6).

Logistics
The basic objective of logistics

seems to be that of delivering finish-
ed inventory and material assort-
ments, in correct quantities, when
required, in usable condition, to the
location where needed, at the
lowest possible total cost. Logistical
management r "ides time and
place utility.

While the in;-,.ition of all func-
tions is necessary to carry out
logistical &aerations, Bo resox
suggests three basic categor of
"(1) physical diStribution
materials management, and ( ) in-

nal inventory transfer (Boxersox,
1978, p 121). Physical distribution is
concerned with movement of pro-
duct to consumers.. Materials
management is concerned with pro-
curement and movement of

erials, parts, and finished inven-
tory from points of purchase to
manufacturing or assembly plants,
warehouse, or retail stores. Internal
inventory transfer concerns those
activities necessary to control the
flow between stages of manufactur-
ing and the initial movement of

finished product to
retail sales outlets.-

Logistical coordination has grown
through the 1970's to a high level, of
sophistication. In large part this was
brought about by the recessions we
have experienced during the last
eight-years. The inability to retain a
large work force in industry, and the
energy shortages of 1973 pointed
out the serious need to integrate
and control =all- functions necessary
to plan, purchase materials, store
materials, handle, package,
warehouse, ship, and service pro-
ducts. Many' computer programs
have been developed to help solve
the management problems to pro-
vide proper coordination of all these-
activities.

Although the management of
these activities is much more ad-
vonced, the process still involves
transportation, both internal and
external. The process of transporta-
tion as applied to industry is con-
cerned with those functions requir-
ing movement. Movement in the in-
dustrial setting r applies to the-
general category of internal, and
external, meaning the function -in-
side- the plant that moves raw
materials from receiving point to
shipping point. External transporta-
tion is concerned with these func-
tions outside the plant from point of
storage or shipping to retail
marketing, as shown in Figure 1.

Warehousing
In so far as logistics are concern-

ed, Trost industries are basically
concerned with only activities
centered around warehousing and
order selecting processes. Internal
plant transport is a function of
manufacturing management. Since.

houses or
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the flow of raw materials must be
accommodated by technical
transport. equipment, it. is ap-
propriate to deal with both elements
where the equipment is common to
both.

Regarding the raw material flow, -
it may be necessary to accom-
modate- such fu2ctions as:

1. Input to storage, and from
storage to--

2. Preliminary fabrication, to-
3. First production, to-
4. First machinery (if applicable)to
5. Second machin ry, third, etc.,

to-
6. Parts inspection to-
7. Sub assembly to
8. Final inspection to-
9. Packaging, to-
0. Warehouse, ta-

1 1 . Shipping platform, to-
12. Vehicle loading. (Hurdle,

1981, p -258)

Material Handling
lAost handling systems are

classified as -mechanized or
automated. A combination of labor
and handling- equipment is utilized
in mechanized systems. In contest;
automated systems attempt to
minimize the labor involved as much

possible by substituting capital
investment in equipment (Boxersox,
1978, p 185). ,

For equipment used whether in
handling raw 'materials flow or

finished goads, there are common
types of mechanized equipment
with which, industrial education
students should become familiar.
Conveybrs are quite common and
take several forms` such as either
rollers, wheels, belts or hooks. The
wheel type is most often-used in cir-
cular or curved plant layouts, while
rollers are applicable in straight line
functions. These two systems' re-
quire input force for operation. Belts
provide flat surfaces for materials or
parts and usually are motor driven
at a constant speed. Chain hooks
are used to convey heavy or odd
shape part and are motor- driven.
Chain hooks usually operate from
overhead.

It is not difficult for stvdents to
build such equipment fromistandard
materials found in most school
laboratories. Students should be
allowed to design a handling
system, build and operate the
system and measure its efficiency. If
the industrial education program in-
cludes equipment where a simple
product may be manufactured,
students could build a system to fit
that manufacturing operation. If
such activity is not available,
simulate a process by disassembling
some available product and permit
the students to design and operate a
system of handling the sub parts for
the purpose of assembly.

The students shotld consider the
following design aspects:

1.- Nature item needing
transported.

2. Shortest possible travel
distance.

3. Increase of decrease speed
possibilities.

4. Physical dimensions of space
available.

5. Location of- raw material, sub-
parts, and final storage.

6. Safety of handling with
minimum of waste or spoilage.

In the design of such a system,
students should deal with the type
of motive force required,
mechanical parts needed, and
specify maintenance required. Much
learning may take place regarding
mechanisms. The students should
then be permitted to evaluate the
process by observing how well the
system works. Observe such condi-,,
tions as:

1. Traffic flow and bottlenecks.
2. Number of labor mations re-

quired to load and unload.
3. Any maintenance problems.
4. Direction and distance of travel
5. Quantity of parts handled per

minute.
6. Consider multiple loading or

stocking to increase speed,
=Additional equipment should be
studied. Special materials such .crs
food products and poWders need
special handling. Chutes and tubes
or pipelines are used in industry to
move products and materials that
could be 'hazardous or could be
spoiled if not enclosed. Such items
as powders or sand can cause a,
special problem because of their
abrasive qualities and their tenden-
cy to clog up mechanical equipment.
Let students study alternative Ways
to move these products, such as
with screw type conv4yors.
Wherever possible, let gravIty pro-
vide the motive force,/ Chutes,
pipelines and tubes accommodate
this action very well.

For material handling to accom-
modate physical distribution, other
common types of - equipment are
necessary. Many tapes of fork lifts
are available. While most fork lifts
used in industry operate on electric
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power or propane gas, a small,
wheeled, hand operated type device
could be built in a school lab. Fork
lifts for industry may have dual forks
that only go up or down, or they may
rotate or with a back stop, be used
to push off their load. Some are
capable of heights of 20 feet or
more. Special features may be
adapted such as roll grabs, crane
forks or shovels.

Trucks of various, types are often
used. These include platform, pallet

bin trucks, dollies and two
wheled hand trucks. A small trac-
tor with trailer is often used. Often
towlines mounted in the floor with
drag hooks pre employed to move
four wheel trailer at a continuous
speed.

Most school laboratories use
materials that involve storage. Stu-
dent activities- should include
storage design for both raw
materials and completed items. A
complete system of storage racks
and handling truck could be design-
ed. Students could calculate loads
and design movement system effi-
cient to the laboratory operation
Studies should be made of types of
warehouses and storage systems.

Most storage systems are sized to,
accommodate both efficient plan
load sizes and shipping vehicles.
ProductS must be packaged in-
dividually or placed together and
are moved on some kind of base.
Usually a pallet or slip sheet is used
on which products are placed. Single
face or double faced pallets are us-
ed, skids are, also, often employed.
Slip sheets are now coming into use,
but require the modification of grip-
pers to fork lift trucks costing about
$4000. Not all storage warehouses
would have these available. A slip
sheet is a strong but thin paper
board the same size as a pallet
which is 48" x 40". A flat plate in.-
stead of forks, are used on lift trucks
with a gripper bar used to pull or
push the slip sheet on or off the plat-
orm.Slip sheets take up much less
space and cost much less than
pallets.

In most warehouses, storage

racks are designed on which pallets
r slip. sheets may be placed. Racks

may have decks or be open so trucks
may be driven through. Bins are
cabinets that have closed backs and
usually shallow front and back
dimensions. Flow through racks ac-
commodate pushing products in at
one side_ and removal at opposite
side. Vertical racks store long
pieces . upright, and A-frame racks
store long pieces horizontally.

1. letput-output flow of products
in storage.

2. Route of truck with appropriate
aisle and intersection space.

3. Racks to accommodate load
and flow. of product..

4. Package system that permits
protection, communication and
transporting. Also consider
how package accommodates
order picking to send to
retailer.

SLIP SHEET

SINGLE-FACE
PALLET

DOUBLEFACE
PALLET-

LOAD

SLIP SHEET

GRIPPER FLAP

LOAD.

SLATS

STRINGERS

---- LOAD

Figure 2PALLETS AND SLIP SHEETS
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Automated warehouses have
great appeal, but require large
capital investments. It is less labor
intensive, and I's faster. Such
systems- are computerized for
operation and counting of pieces
moved. Cartons are used with code
markings that are sensed elec-
tronically. Large stoker cranes can
be used and warehouse architecture
can be greatly changed as a result.
High-Rise type architecture is usual-
ly used.

In addition to student field trip_ s to
warehouses, terminals, etc., it is
possible to have student perform
many of the actions and use a
smaller scale if necessary. Hand
operated trucks can be built and
storage facilities can be built to
scale and be made to simulate
design problems in industry such as:

Packaging
Packaging must accommodate the

product by preparing it for ship-
ment, protecting it, and providing
communication to those who handle
it. Packing the products in proper
quantity is a necessary part of the
physical distribution system. St6--
dent activities should involve those
steps necessary to provide for the
product. Packing and aackaging
material can be of paperboard, car-
rugated or wood easily located ps
used material. Have students build a
prototype package and test it. A test .

shauld be devised to determine
stacking height strength of multiple
packages. Drop tests can help deter-
mine product safety. Local packa-
ing industries have data that can be
used to determine how much crush
can be applied to different products
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and from how high products of dif-
ferent weights can be dropped.
Communication on the package
should tell quantity as well as iden-
tify products and give destination.
Other information such as safety
and handling instruction should be
given. This information is usually a
code. placed on a specific pace on
the' package. Visit a local
warehouse and observe' stacking
methods as well as methods of com'-
munication. Note ithe proportion us-
ed in terms of dock space. aisle
space and rack space. Most local
libraries have text materials of
business logistics which cover.
details of sizes of material handling
equipment and storage space.
These dimensions can be scaled
down for simulation in the
laboratory.

Transportation Modes
Tranasportation infrastructure is

the term applied to the legal variety
and characteristics of iriclividual
modes of external transportation
(Boxersox, 078, p 204). The.se
modes of transportation include rail;
highway, water, pipeline and air_
Much of our shipping is done today
in muhimodal systems made possi-
ble by the use of containers that fit
several types of vehicle systems.

When student activities include
physical distribution systems in their
lab projects, research should be
done_ for a given system to deter-
mine the size of truck trailer and/or
box cars, or cargo_bayon aircraft to
determine size and weight of
package that would provide a full
load. Knowing this information will
permit students to decide on
package design and handling
systems so as to accommodate
geographic shipping vehicles.

The railroad is able to handle the
largest tonnage and is our main
mode of transport for raw materials.
The plight of our railroads is of great
concern at this time. Roadways are
in poor repair and poor operations
have caused lost revenue_

Government backed corporations
have been formed to help improve
the system. For passenger service

the National Railroad Passenger
Corporation was formed known as
AMTRACK. In 1976 the Consolidated
Rail Corporation was formed for
freight service and is known as
CONRAIL':

Rail trarisportaton was our first
long hayl made for both passengers
and freight. Cars were cheap to
build in the 1920's and the railroads
had many built. But by World War II
air travel had started. To offset this,
the railroad_ s developed limited and
improved locomotives for higher
speed. During World War II trains
were necessary, but after the war,
air travel and private automobile
were more popular. The railroads
still were active in hauling freight
but they had not' developed
passenger cars for modern times.

War torn Europe concentrated on
rebuilding rail transportation,as the
cheapest way to move the popula-
tion as well as provide for hauling
freight Therefore, it is understand-
able why Europe leads the world in
rail transport technology. (Collins,
1978, p 8). France specifically has
developed modern high speed
technology which includes new
energy systems and tracks. Electric
and diesel power are the most effi-
cient. The French are working on an
air cushion single center concrete
rail for a train that can go 256 mph.
Grumman in the U.S. has developed
a 258 mph. train, but no track bed
will permit its use (Collins, 1978, p
85).

France is ready to start service
from Paris to Lyon this winter
(1981-82) by using new mile long
rails with tapered joints mounted on
concrete ties placed on ballast, made
from heavier broken stone filled
with crushed stone which permits
the T6V (Train-Grand, Vista) to travel
at 160 mph. Electric motors drive
each axle of each car thus
eliminatilo the need for a heavy
locomotive. Also, mounting half of
each wheel truck on the end of each
car permits' higher speed turns.

The 115.. is "'also working on
streamliniro locomotives and cars._
Reshaping the frontal area .and

redesigning skirts to prevent under-
carriage turbulence helps produce
speed.

The electric trains are starting to
use 25000 V A.C. grids for power
systems, but new develapments are
underway. The hovertrain based on
air cushions read speeds of 250
mph, but both linear inductioniand
magnetic levitation have - promise
for high speeds.

Linear induction systems use elec-
tro magnets mounted in the vehicle
and metal conductors of _steel or
aluminum plates fixed on the'track.
The passing of electrical current on
the fixed conductors creates
magnetic field which sweeps from
front to back of each car. This in-
teracts with the magnetic field
created by the electromagnet
mounted on the vehicle.

Magnetic levitation vehicles work
with fixed magnets which move
over sheets of steel that induces a
current the steel creating a
magneti ield: In turn, the magnetic
field reacts against the magnetic
field of the vehicle causing it to lift.
Ford Motor Company and Stanford
Universitx are working on the
develdpment of such a system.

Other modes of transportation
have been greatly developed, but
earlier than the more recent
development of the railroads.

Highway transport developed
rapidly since World War II. How the
private automobile is used today is
generally well known. But highway
development did much to increase
the ability of motor carriers to
deliver door to door. While fuel was
inexpensive, trucks could go almost
anyWhere at any time. But with fuel
cost of today, it is more difficult to
provide the same flow of service.

Since 1975, fuel economy has
risen due to improved aerodynamics
and lower speeds. But truck
transport is more costly, not only
due ta.fupl costs, but the labor re-
quired to\ load and unload. Since
1976 over 50 percent of all truck
transport was handled by private ,
shippers.

Water transport is still the oldest
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farm of transport and ships over 23
percent of ,intercity tonnage. The,
main advantage is the ability to haul
extremely large shipments.
However, the U.S. as well as a few
other countries do not have the
deep water ports to accommodate
the new super tankers.

In marine transport most
developments have been previously
publicized, such as hovercraft and
hydrofoils. Both these type, of
vessels are seeing service for
passengers in Britain and Europe.
Both are interesting to many
students who study marine vessel
design. Water transport on the in-
land waterway of the U.S. is impor-
tant due to its loW cost.

Pipeline transportation is the
cheapest form of transport for
material. Pipelines have been used
since 1865 and hauls 19 percent of
our intecity tonnage (McDonnell,
1980, p 117). It has the advantage of
climate control and 24 hour service.
Liquids are easily shipped by
pipeline, but it is also easy to make
a slurry of many dry products and
place them in the pipe. Boost
pressure pumps are located about
150 miles apart. By knowing the rate

flow engineers can determine
what product is flowing in the pipe.

Recently, more use has been
made of the capsule pipeline car-
rier. An eight inch capsule with
wheels to reduce friction is used in-
side a pipe for high speed, low fric-
tion operation. These systems can
move more freight than 20 train
!clads per day.

Research is still progressing on a
passenger "tube flight" train_
Passengers enter a cylinder shaped
car in an undergrounatube and clos-
ed in. Air pressure is lowered ahead
of)the car to keep it moving at high
speed.

Air transportation may be able to
gain more growth in the near future
but it is still the most expensive
methods of transport and accounts
for only 0.2 percent of intercity ton-
nage. Except for small freight air-
craft specifically for specialized
hauling, -not much has changed in

recent years. An aircraft cargo con-
tainer does make, it possible to pack
at point of manufacture and deliver
a full container to the aircraft. The
aircraft industry has received a
boost more recently due to some ac-
tivities in our space program and the
need to modernize our fleet of air-
craft. New space and aircraft
designs are highly publicized so will
not be treated here in this writing,
but should be considered for student
activities.

One new little known develop-
ment is that of an airfoil highway
vehicle being tested by the
developer, James T. Amick. Amick,
a consultant in aerospace, is testing
a one passenger wing sail -vehicle
shown in Figure 3.

that becomes more critical as time
goes on, a crisis which threatens to
overwhelm us while we are stand-
ing around seeking solutions.' Con-
currently we are facing 6 land-usage
crisis as we face the task of accom-
modating an additional half-million
people by the year 2000 in a land-
scape that has been-shaped more to
fit the needs of the automobile than
to fit the needs of man. (p 2).

Perhaps advanced communica-
tions systems will replace the need
for so much business travel. But the
telephone only served to expand
man's scope of operationnot limit
it,

While the new systems hardware
is now coming onto the scene, sales
people say it expands their in-office

Figure 3SAIL VEHICLE

The vehicle uses a combination of
battery power and sailing power.
When following a circular path to
the, wind, cruising distance is 90
miles at 45 mph with continuous
wind direction, this distance is in-
creased to 220 miles. The vehicle is
11.5 feet long, 8 feet high and 8 feet
wide and weight- 750 pounds.
Basically it designed to operate at
55 m_ ix ,s style vehicle can easily
be built in model form stimulating
students to consider new vehicle
design.

MASS TRANSPORTATION
People today seem more ready.to

accept a different type of transport
system, perhaps prompted by hi6h
fuel costs, but more likely due to
having reached the saturation point
on our highways. According to
Tabor Stone, (1971) states: "We are
acing a transportation crisis, one

contacts requiring very extensive
routes with little additional sales
and therefore, no reduction in
travel,

Stone (1971) believes that
transportation must be discussed on
a dual levelfunctenal and en-
vironmental. Our present transpor-
tation techniques are failing to-
serve us properly in both areas" (p.

Labor goes on to point out the
myth regarding use of leisure time.
The average American work week
has increased. from 40.6 to 41-8 in
1970, and is expected to go to 42.5
by 1985 (Stone, 1971, p 5).

Two types of surface, urban
transport exist known as randaM
route and fixed route systems. Ran-
dom routes transfer cars from point
of origin to point of destination over
a random route and reqUire a park-
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Carrying Capacities of Single Lane..
Passengers in autos on surface streets. .

Passengers in autos on elevated Or express highways
-Passengers in buses on surface streets
Passengers in streetcars on surface streets 1

Passengers in subways 20000 to 40000

Express subway trains

ing plrc, at destination. Cit/ buses
act like random route vehicles but
have characteristics of fixed system.

e Figure 4.
Random systems are expensive in

terms of landspace, and support
system such as gas stations, parking
garages which are a greater burden
on landspace than railyards and ter-
minal space.

The chart below shows a com-
parison of different .vehicles for
single highway lane, per each how
of travel.

In selecting a mass transit system.
many comparisons can be made be-
tween modes. Because our rapid rail
systems lack connecting links at
destination, they have not proven
desirable. .(U.S. News) Yet the land-
space for highways is massive and
fails to carry rush hour loads as
?hewn in Figure 5.

The subway can handle 40,000
people while the expressway
handles 2625 people.

124

Figure 5---CONTRAST OF TWO LANE SUBWAY TO EIGHT LANES OF CARS

RANDOM

A

FIXED

A

0
Figure 4RANDOM AND FIXED

TRANSPORT SYSTEMS

Fixed route systems require hard-
ore of a mare simple nature than

random systems and require very
little space. Fixed systems can
tain total control when automated
and computerized systems are ap-
plied. These systems operate from a
central point using a master board
keye with'; an extensive route
desire notification system activated
by ticket purchase, token deposit, or
urnstile action. This permits

ighting of train size and
schedules to fit demand (Beardsley,
1981 e 11).

Random systems accommodate
widely spread; non-centralized ac-
tivity areas on door to door basis
better thariother systems. But many
independent costly controls are
needed. Random system are a
source of noise and exhaust pollu-
tion. With high density traffic we are
reaching a point beyond human
capability no matter how well train-
ed or physically fit the driver. In
1980, 70 percent of all our law en-
forcement dealt with traffic (McDon-
nelf,- 1980, p 231.

What is needed is better integra-
tion of systems and a system for in-
termediatrz tree sport to act as a
feeder system teArnake rapid transit
work. Each time a new freeway
opens, it provides a corridor for
more business expansion thus
creating more traffic.

Dulles Airport near Washington,
D.C. is an excellent facility but is too
far from D.C. without intermediate
transportation. The highway to it is
in danger of being over developed.
More airports take too much land
and creates noise.

Several experts on transportation
support the proposal of rapid rail

nsit into . our large cities with
short ham] buses or small
-automaticlly controlled cars on a
small single rail system to carry peo-
ple to their individual destination.

In revewing the possibilities for
student activity, much remains to be
researched in technical equipment
and social-cultural desires. Privacy
and comfort seem to be necessasry
for our culture but these are hard to
achieve in mass transit.

As students deal with octivites
designed to acquaint them with
transport vehicle system, it might be
well to develop interdisciplinary
studies with social science and
science. Students need to develop
attitudes that can only be developed
by understanding the problems of
mass transit. Working on projects
that bring students into contact with
community leaders of transportation
would serve well.

- With the space shuttle success,
much attention may return to space
travel. Because ample literature is
available on space program, it is not
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A park full _0

45 LA K

trees -is better than a park full of cars.

detailed here. In addition to the
many, needed testing activities that
are listed in the past, literature it
night be wise to add the activity of,
vehicle design.

The use of homemade devices for
drag Wand airflow can be used to
study new vehicle configurations.
Mounting reasonsably accurate
scale model cars and trucks on pivot
mounts attached to springs measur-
ing drag created by moving air with
a fan past the vehicle, is still an in-
teresting way to study the new
streamlining of cars, trucks- and
trains. Boat hulls can be tested by
using a paint roller tray, allowing
water to enter at the top and flow
down the slope past a model hull at-
tached to the tray. A grid sheet
painted on the base _ermits obser-
vations of the patt of water
deflection and turbulence.

Because' transportation takes on
several different dimensions, it nay
not appear to be associated with
energy lab activities. But in addition
to the motive energy relationship,
power mechanics labs are well
suited to, transportation activities
due to tools and equipment on hand:
Only the addition of a few different
supplies might be, necesspry, such
as perforated angle iron for con-
struction of support frames for
material handling activities.
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